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FOREWORD 
This  report  descr ibes  the resul ts  of pogo stability investigations tinder- 
taken at The Aerospace Corporation during the one-year period begmning 
October 1975. 
in Ref .  4 under NASA contract NAS9-11142; the NASA(JSC) Technical Mollitor 
was Dr .  M.H. Doiron. The authors would like t o  acknowledge the work of 
R . E .  Orth in programming support for the studies,  the contribution to  the 
t r a n s f e r  function e r r o r  analysis by 1lr. 3 .  S. Bendat, and the constructive 
comments of Dr .  Doiron during the course of the investigation. 
These investigations w e r e  a continuation of the studies reported 
ABSTR.4Cr 
Another phase of the study of pogo suppression during Space Shuttle 
Main Engine (SSME) operation was conducted as a follow-on to  the study 
reported in  R e f .  4. 
5. 3A) were incorporated snd stability studies with the planar multiengine 
model were conducted for the lox systeiii at the liftoff time of flight. The 
sensitivit 7 of the system stability was detcrmined selectively for dispersed 
values of cer ta in  cr i t ical  system parameters  on the basis of previous studies 
and recent experimental findings. 
ance on s t ructural  natural frequencies,  (2) increased downcomer axial motion 
in  the 2. 5 4 - H ~  s t ruc tura l  mode along with high pump gains,  (3) decrease. 1 
resis tance of the low pressure  oxidizer turbopump (LPOTP), and (4) a large 
upward shift of the frequency of the upper SSME st ructural  mode to about 
30 Hz. 
eliminated the destabilizations occurring in  the absence of accumulators. 
The Latest available s t ruc tura l  modal data (from model 
The dispersions involved were (1)  toler- 
In a l l  ca ses  the presence of the baseline accumulators virtually 
Studies of the stability consequence o f  reduced accumulator compliance 
3 3 
at liftoff yie lded a minimum recommended compliance equivalent to  that 
provided by a gox volume of 0.007 m 
sequence of accumulator failure showed that loss of function of the upper 
SSME accumulator led to  instability under toleranced conditions in  the shifted 
upper SSME s t ruc tura l  mode. 
(0.25 f t  ). A liniited study of the con- 
Although not investigated in  thie study, it should be noted for complete- 
ne5s that previous investigations h a v e  identified a potential for instability in  
the separation mod2 introduced by the accumulator (fluid oscillation between 
accumulator and the high p res su re  oxidizer turbopump (HPOTP). 
ea r l i e r  studies showed that accuniulator res is tance can be highly effective in 
eliminating such an  instability, 
These 
- I V -  
Study of the refinement of the analytical model of the LPOTP was 
initiated by invesrigation of curve fitted t ransfer  functions and by the formu- 
lation of a first-cut physical model, a l l  based upon recent data f rom dynamic 
testing cf a quarter-scale  model impeller. Although both approaches showed 
promise,  certain questions remain 1.0 be resolved before an implementation 
into the system stability model :an be made with confidence. 
a r e  planned. 
Fur ther  studies 
A preliminary sensitivity analysis for pogo stability during operat  I: of 
Included were  the the orbital  maneuvering subsystem (OMS) was 2erformed. 
development of OMS pod s t ructural  and propulsion sys tem models. 
resul ts  of the study revealed a strong destabilizing interaction in a high-gain 
engine axial mode, as  well as a potential for other destabilizing interactions. 
An initial evaluation indicated the possible benefit of sma l l  accumulators. 
The 
Investigations were made of various sources  of e r r o r  in the experi-  
mental  measurement  of frequency response functiciis as a resul t  of system 
noise. 
the noise, with application to both fixed and swept frequency sinusoidal tes t -  
ing. 
meaningful for the planning and. interpretation of dynamic response from 
propulsion tests.  
An e r r o r  estimate was developed to account for  r-tndom e r r o r s  due to  
Application to  the planning of a test was exemplified. The results are 
- v -  
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NOMENC JATURE 
a' a2 
x' Y 
A 
B 
e B 
C 
f 
F 
K 
C 
K 
Units: M (mass) ,  F (force),  L (length), T (time) 
factors 
mean square v r ro r  quantities for x,y: Eqs. (48) and (49) 
a rea ,  [ L ~ ]  
fluid bulk modulus, [FL- ] 
effective analysis bandwidth, Hz, [ T- '1 
5 
fluid compliance (volume change per  pressure  change) 
[ F- L5] 
expected value of bracketed quantity 
flexural stiffness, [ FL 1 
frequency, Hz,  [T'l] 
force, [F] 
gravitational acceleration, [ LT 1 
2 
- 2  
autospectral density function for x(t)  
cross-spectral  density function for x( t )  and y( t )  
length o r  fluid head, [I,] 
pump blade spacing, [ L] 
frequency response of y(t)  relative to x(t)  
imaginary unit, f i- 
external excitation 
identity matrix 
dilatational stiffness constant, [ FLo5], o r  stiffness matr ix  
coefficient matrix for combustion state equations 
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NOMENCLATURE (Contiwed) 
1 t 
L 
rin 
m t l  , 
M 
A4 %fp' top 
"d 
P 
- 
P 
V 
9 
n 
A 
r 
R 
9 
u v  
0' 0 
'a 
tank iength, [L] 
inertance, [ FL-5T2 o r  MI,'4) 
oscillatory mass  flow, [M r- '1 
pump gain 
self-noise signals in x(t), y(t) 
m a s s  [MI, o r  mass matrix 
fuel, oxidizer t a n k  propellant mass at 100% fiil 
condition, [MI 
fuel, oxidizer t a n k  s t ructural  m a s s ,  [MI 
bending moment, [ FL] 
number of independent estimates in  FFT spectral  analysis 
oscillatory pressure,  [ FL-'1 
'rapor pressure,  I FL'2] 
generalized displacement vector 
oscillatory volumetric flow [ L T 
rms uncertainty radius on H 
resistance,  [ FL- T] 
Laplace variable, s = Otiw, [T'l] 
3 - 1  
] 
A 
5 
analysis time for sinusoidal signal at frequency f, [TI 
total analysis time, [TI 
response in x(t), y(t) caused by i(t) 
sinusoidal amplitude of u(t), v(t)  
pump inlet axial velocity, [ LT- '1 
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NOMENC LAI 'URE (Continued) 
-1 t ip  speed of pump inducer, [ LT ] 'tip 
v, v generalized velocity vectors, Eqs. (30) and (40). 
respectively 
s t ructural  displacement, [ L] X 
xC x8) vector of chamber state variables (XI.. . , 
measured system responses; x(t)  = u(t) + m(t),  y(t) = 
v(t) + n(t)  
noise in  single-input /SingkOUtFUt model; Figure F - 2  
noise-to-signal ratio for x(t) ,  y(t); Eq. (F-3) 
2 
yxy(0  coherence function between x(t) and y(t) 
f load distribution matrix 
damping loss due to feedback 
rrns uncertainty of $ 
X y  
normalized r m s  e r r o r  
damping ratio, open loop modal damp&ng ratio 
circumferential angle 
relative vo1unietr:c flow displacement, [ L ] 
OMS, RCS tank fractional fill levels 
fluid density [ML'3] 
3 
pump cavitation number, (pu-FV)/+PUtip 2 a 
P 
chamber residence time, [TI 
fuel, oxidizer combustion delay t imes,  [TI 
rr 
Tdf' rdo 
mode shape parameter  B 
Q mode matr ix  
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NOMENC U T U R E  (Continued) 
*Y 
4 
@ O  
Q 
phase angle of H Eq. IF-7) 
constraint  mat r ix  
angular frequency, [ T ] 
open loop s t ruc tura l  niode frequency, [T 
pump flow impealance parameter ,  Eqs. (14) and (15) 
XY’ 
- 1  
-1 
] 
Subscripts and Location Designators 
a accumulator 
C chamber 
d downstream 
e e ng ine 
f fue 1 
hP high p res su re  pump 
j injector 
I! line 
1 P  low pressure  pump 
C oxidizer 
P pump o r  propellant 
S s t ruc tura l  
t tank 
t’ tank bottom 
U upst  ream 
+cia1 Nutation 
( est imate  of quantity 
underline denotes nondimensionalized quantity 
- x vi ii- 
i [  
NOMENCLATURE (Concluded) 
- Abbreviations 
ALRC 
DOF 
F FT 
LPOTP 
MDAC 
MPS 
OME 
OMS 
RI/SD 
SSME 
Aerojet Liquid Rocket C'crmpany 
degree of freedom 
fast Fourier transform 
low pressure oxidizer turbopump 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company 
main pro pu 1s i on subsystem 
orbital maneuvering engine 
orbital maneuvering subsystem 
Rockwell Inte rnational/Space Division 
Space Shuttle main engine 
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1. POGO SUPPRESSION FOR MAIN PROPIJLSION 
SUBSYSTEM O P E R A T I O N  
This section of the rcbport descr ibes  the continuation of the stability 
studies undertaken by The Aerospace Corporation in support of pogo sup- 
pression during operation of the main propulsion subsystem (MPS).  
studies presented initial analyses of the Shuttle pogo susceptibility (Ref .  1) 
and the u s e  of single equivalent engine stability models to investigate the 
effectiveness of passive and active suppressors  (Refs. 2 and 3, respectively). 
These studies were followed b y  the development of a multiengine pitch-plane 
stability model (Ref .  4) under the initial p'lase of the cur ren t  contract with 
the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC:). 
Ear l i e r  
Included in this section a r e  a n  outline of the analytical model and 
numerical  procedures employcd to determine the system stability, a discus- 
sion of the numerical  input data for the s t ruc ture  and the propulsion system, 
and the resul ts  of the updated stability analyses. 
1.1  ANALYTICAL MODEL A N D  NUMERICAL PROCEDURES 
The launch configuralion of the Space Shuttle, shown in Figure 1, 
comprises  the orbi ter  vehicle, and t*xternal tank, and two solid rocket 
boosters. 
aft liquid hydrogen tank for supply of the threeSSME's located on the orb i te r  
vehicle. 
in Figure 1) necessitates a n  extensive length of feedline. 
about 40 m (130 ft), which introduces severa l  propulsion system modes in 
the frequency range of interest .  
The external  tank contains a fo rva rd  liquid oxygen tailk and an  
The relative location of thc: lox tank and the SSME's ( see  schematic 
The total  length is 
The multiengine pitch-plane model developed i n  Ref. 4 was employed 
as  the basis  for the present system stability analysis. 
the vehicle s t ructure ,  the JSME's  and the elements of the MPS associated 
with the lox circuit .  
since ea r ly  assessment  of the pogo problem indicated that the hydrogen sys tem 
The model comprises  
The hydrogen system does not appear i n  the model 
1 - 1  
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Figure  1. Schemat ic  of Space Shuttle and Lox Circuit  
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Figure 2. Schemittic of Multiengine Model  
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was a less  likely contributor to  potential instability. 
ment of the model is shown in Figure 2 and the associated sys tem equations 
a r e  presenteu in Appendix A. 
trated in the figure since the rnotion of both lower engines i s  identical for this 
pitch- plane mode 1. 
The geometrlc a r range-  
Observe that only one lower engine is illus- 
To a s su re  a good description o f  the higher organ-pipe modes of the  
lox feedline, the flow i n  the long feedline segment that is located along the 
external  tank (the element between points @ and @ in Figure 2) was r ep re  - 
sented by the exact solution for one -dimensions 1 continuous compressible 
flow (Ref. 1). 
inter-pump ducts was described by a combination of incompressible flow seg- 
ments and local compliances to  represent  liquid compressibil i ty corrected 
for pipe radial  elasticity. 
and at the inlets and outlet@ nf the low and high p res su re  oxidizer turbopumps. 
The resulting flow description provided an  &equate representation of dist r i -  
buted compressibil i ty effects in these line elements for frequencies up  to  
30 Hz. Comparison of the lox system modal frequencies predicted in this  
manner  with those determined l rom a fully compressible model showed ac-  
ceptable agreement for this range. 
The fluid flow i n  the remaining feedline segments and in the 
The compliances were  located at feedline corners  
The dynamic behavior of the LPOTP's  and the HPOTP's was described 
by the follcwing equations relating the downstream pressure  Pd, and flow Qd, 
to  the upstream p res su re  Pu, and flow QU. 
pd ( m t l ) P U  - (Ls t R)Qd 
ad = QU - sc P 
P U  
where L, R, C and m t l  denote frequency independent inertance, resistance,  
P 
compliance, and pump gain, respectively; s is the Laplace variable used to 
denote the complex frequency. 
in the pogo stability analysis of Titan, Thor, Delta, Atlas and Saturn boost 
This "elementary" pump model has  been w e d  
I 
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vehicles (Ref. 5). 
by Caltech in  1976 (Ref. 6), tilere W.LS no experimental basis for a more  
refined representation of the dynanlic behavj o r  of the cavitating turbopump. 
U n t i l  the t e s t s  performed on the LPOTP model impel ler ,  
The accumulators used for pogo suppression were represented by 
an inlet liquid inertance and a gas c ompliance. 
capability for the input of accumulator resistance; however, this capability 
was not employed in  the present an4.1yses. For these studies, the accumula- 
tor  i s  located two line diameters uls t reain of  the inlet flange of each HPOTP. 
This separation i s  significant in that it both influences the effectiveness of 
the accumulator and introduces a ncw propulsion sys tem mode of vibration, 
te rmed the "separationtt mode, that provides an additional possibility for 
instability (Refs. 4 and 7). 
case interpretation of the Shuttle sys tem requirements. 
The program also includes a 
This particular separation represents  a worst * 
The computer mechanization of ihe analytical model of the sys tem 
allowed for representation of the motion o f  the Shuttle vehicle by a s e r i e s  of 
up t o  ten pitch-plane s t ructural  modes. 
included in the generalized force t e r m s  on the basis that the s t ructural  modes 
used in  the analysis were developed with closed-bottom tanks (Ref. 1). 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the coupled structural/propulsion sys tem 
were developed from the condition that the determinant from the equations 
for f r ee  vibration of the coupled system vanishes. 
appear within the determinant bzcause of the exact distributed representation 
of the downcomer flow and the pro\ is ion for a rb i t ra ry  phase shifting of the 
engine thrust  forces .  
determined with che use of an iterative root-finding subroutine (Ref. 8) 
that used the input s t ructural  mode frequency and previously calculated 
propulsion system frequencies a s  initial 3uesses. 
'rank dynamic outflow effects a r e  
The 
Transcendental functions 
The solutions of the characterist ic equation were 
.C ,,. 
The system requirements called for the act:urnulator to be located no more 
than 0.33 m ( 1  
diameters) ;  the actual location is 0. 1 7  In ( 7  i n . )  from the inlet. 
in. ) f rom the pump inlet fLinge (approximately two line 
1.2 NUMERICAL INPUT DATA 
The s t ructural  modal dats use? in the analysis consisted of frequen- 
cies and amplituu 3 of a selected set of pitch plane modes developed from 
Shuttle model 5.3A and provided by Rockwell International/Space Division. 
The ea r l i e r  model 4. 3 data were employed in the previous study (Ref. 4). The 
modes selected by Rockwell were based upon the magnitude of the modal 
amplitudes for those elements of the sys tem that were of concern in the pogo 
problem (i. e., engine gimbals. feedline corners ,  etc. ) for frequencies up to 
30 Hz. 
this analysis dealt only with the  liftoff event. In the assignment of modal 
amplitudes, the corners  immediately ups t ream of the LPOTP and HPOTP 
positions (points@, a, @ and @ in Figure 2) were assigned the same 
motion a s  the associated pump. 
nal displacement of the corner immedib.tely ahead of the manifold ( p o i n t s 3  
a n d a i n  Figure 2) were assunied to  be zero;  this assumption was necessi-  
tated by the fact that the s t ruclural  definition was not sufficiently adequate to 
define these modal motions. 
since the length of the feedline segment between points@and@was smal l  
compared to the length of the tiowncomer. 
been confirmed by results i n  Ref. 4. 
employed in the analysis a r e  given in  Appendix B, where the data for the 
second and fifty-fourth modes at liftoff a r e  provided. 
to  be of particular interest  f rom the stability analyses. 
damping in the vehicle structure,  a cr i t ical  viscous damping ratio of 0.01 was  
assigned to each s t ructural  mode. 
Although such modal sets  were provided for seven flight conditions, 
The motion of the manifold and the longitudi- 
The assumption was not considered t o  be cr i t ical  
This relative insensitivity had also 
Elxamples of the s t ructural  mode shapes 
These modes proved 
To account for 
The cross-sect ional  a rea ,  length, and radial  elasticity of the various 
lines were based upon available design data. 'The resistance and inertance of 
the lines, pumps, engine, and thrust chamber were developed from the basic 
data given in the SSME Engine Dynamic Model (Ref. 9). 
parameters  a r e  provided in Appendix B, together with the local compliance 
values employed in the feedline description. 
The values of these 
Values for the pump cavitation 
I 
compliances and their  uncertainty ranges as a function of net positive suction 
head (NPSH) were based upon the tbmpirical studies of Ref. 10 and applied t o  
the Shuttle pu...;s in  Ref. 1. 
pliance based upon a n  empir ical  relationship developed f rom unpublished 
Titan and Delta vehicle studies. 
The pump gain, m t l ,  was related to  the com- 
m t l  = 1 t 3 0 0 0 p g  C /Ai (2 1 P 
where p i s  the liquid density, g i a  the gravitational constant, and Ai i s  the 
flow a rea  a t  the pump inlet. 
nominal values of the compliance and gain parameters  a r e  i l lustrated i n  
Figures 3 and 4. 
Space Shuttle Pogo Data  Manual (Ref. 11). The nominal, maximum and mini- 
mum values of compliance, and the corresponding pump gains for the liftoff 
event are provided i n  Table 1. 
The variations with flight t ime of the estimated 
The source of the operating pressures  versus  t ime is the 
1.3 PROPULSION SYSTEM MODES 
Knowledge of the propulsion sys tem mode not only provides ini t ia l  
guesses for the numerical  determination of the eigenvalues of the coupled 
system, but a lso facilitates increased understanding of the coupling processes  
revealed by the stability analysis. 
were determined with and without the baseline 0.017 m 
oxygen (gox) accumulators. 
Aerospace cominal values for the pump parameters .  
ted for the liftoff condition a r e  shown in Figure 5 ,  together with the frequencies 
of some of the s t ruc tura l  inodes of interest :  the numbers of some of the s t ruc-  
tu ra l  modes a r e  a lso provided in the figure. 
mode shapes of the propulsion system indicated that cer ta in  distinct lypes of 
modes could be identified. 
Vibration modes of the propulsion sys t em 
3 3 (0.6 ft ) gaseous 
The calculations were undertaken using the 
The frequencies calcula- 
Examination of the associated 
One such type was an "inter-engine" mode wherein the predominant 
modal perturbations took place within the engines 2nd the feerlline run between 
the engines. Two of the propulsion system modes calculated in the frequency 
1 
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Table 1. Values for Pump Cain and l v m r  Cavitation 
Compliance at Liftoff 
in.2) 
HPOTP Compliance. 
m3/(MN/m 2 ) 
( I O - *  in. 2 
(1.6/4.0/0.3) 
0.36/1.5/0.14 
(0.60/2. j/O, 23) 
i 
* 
Nominal/maximiim/minimum values provided for a l l  
entr ies  
Compliancz in SI units is a volume change pe r  urlit 
p re s su re  change; in English units, i t  is the weight of 
liquid displaced per  unit p re s su re  change. 
** 
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range of interest  had been identified a s  being cf this type and the frequenciee 
a r e  designated with a n  I/E notation in Figure 5; the distribution of fluid 
amplitudes associated with the first  of these modes is i l lustrated in Figure 6. 
As noted in  the figure, the fluid flou is identical in  the two lower branches 
(the figure only shows one of the lower branches). In the -ase of a sys tem 
without accumulators it will br: noted from the results pr t  ented in  Figure 5 
that  the addition of the baseline accumulator has a dramatic  effect on the 
frequency of the t i r s t  inter-engine mode, the frequency being reduced from 
about 14 Hz to  around 3.5 Hz by the addition of the accumulator. The fre- 
quency of the second inter-engine mode i s  only slightly affected by the ac- 
cun ..lator. 
Another mc..ie was identified as an "inter-pump" mode and the asso-  
ciated frequency is designated I / P  in Figure 5. 
a considerable amount of fluid motion between the compliances provided by 
the LPOTP and HPOTP cavitation. Although the overal l  mode shape did not 
exhibit a pure -inter-pump charac te r ,  the mode was  identified in this manner  
since the frequency was estimated reasonably well by the following formula 
for pure interpump action: 
This particular mode involves 
where L., L 
respectively; and where C 
tne inlet to the LPOTP and HPOTP, respectively. 
baseline accumulator reduczd the frequency cf this mode from about 19 Hz 
to  around 11 Hz. 
ihave shapes associated with acoustic modes of the feedline f rom the tank. 
denote the inertance of the inter-pump Line and of the LPOTP, 
denote the cavitation compliance values at 
The incorporation of the 
1 Pl 
C 
PI' P2 
The remaining propulsion system modes shown in  Figure 5 
The frequencies of these acoustic modes lie within the frequency bands de- 
fined by the open-open and open-closed modes of the feedline, and there  i s  
relatively little participation within the engines. 
in Figure 7, where the frequencies and associated damping ratios for the 
This charac te r  is i l lustrated 
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propulsion system modes are given for the cases  of a system withaut accu- 
mulators and a system with the baseline accumulators. The figure shows 
that the higher Ledline modes a r e  lightly damped and that the inter-pump 
and inter-engine modes a r e  relatively highly damped. Figure 7 shows that 
the frequency reductions in the feedline-type modes, due to the presence of 
the baseline accumulators, becomes ivsignificant above the lowest two modes. 
This  behavior occurs  since the presence of the LPOTP compliance is serving 
t o  provide a nearly open boundary condition for the higher feedline-type 
modes. 
Finally, it should be noted that the frequency of the separation mode 
(i. e., the propulsion sys tem mode associated wi+& the fluid between the 
accumulator and the HPOTP inlet c ~ v i t a t i o n  bubble) lies above the frequency 
range of in te res t  for the Aerospace nominal values of the pump parameters  
(namely, 38 Hz). 
investigated in the present study. 
previous investigations (Refs .  4 and 7) have shown that this fluid mode rep- 
resents  another potential source of instability. These studies indicated that 
accumulator resistance is highly effect; ve in eliminating such instabilities. 
The effect of this mode on the sys tem stability was not 
However, it should be remarked that 
1.4 STABILITY ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The stability analyses focused upon the liftoff event. A total  of 
thirteen s t ruc tura l  modes was analyzed to determine the stability situation at 
this  flight condition. 
present at  a t ime, and the input s t ruc tura l  mode frequency was dispersed 
f 15 percent about its nominal va lues  to  account for uncercainties in the 
s t ruc tura l  modeling. 
t o  cover the worst  case conditions in t e r m s  of the proximity of the s t ruc tura l  
and propulsion system resonances (see Ref. 4). 
al l  s t ruc tura l  modes was 0.01. The analyses were generally conducted using 
the Aerospace nominal values for the parameters  appearing in the elementary 
pump models for the LPOTP and HPOTP; the exceptional case  was the use of 
The analyses were conducted with one s t ructural  mode 
This variation was judged to be a reasonable es t imate  
The damping ratio used for  
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I 
the Rockwell nominal values for  the pump cavitation compliance in ' .so ,f 
the sensitivity studies that we re conducted with a wshifteda s t ructural  mode 
frequency (see Section 1.4.6). 
3 3 system with the baseline 0.017 m (0.6 ft ) gaseous oxygen (gox) accumu.L J 
were  first treated. 
series of sensitiviiy studies in which the effects of downcomer motion, 
pump gain, accumulator volume, LPOTP resif lance,  s t ructural  mode fre- 
quency shift, and accumulator failure were examined. 
The system without suppression and the 
These nominal case analyses were then followed by a 
1.4.1 Nominal System: No Suppression 
In the study of Ref. 4 the liftoff stability analys.:s undertaken with 
the multi-engine model and the model 4.3  modal data indicated that the 
nominal sys tem was free of pogo instability. The present analysis, under- 
taken with the model 5.3A set  of modal data, indicated that the stability of 
the system had been degraded relative to the previous results. 
it was found that 
Specifically, 
a. The L2 mode at  2.54 Hz gave r i se  to a minimum damping 
ratio of 0.0053, whereas the previous minimum damping 
ratio was 0. 0087. 
b. An instability was now predicted in a new local upper SSME 
st ructural  mode at 17.8 Hz rL54 mode). 
The stability behavior in the LZ mode i s  illustrated in Figure 8 
where the results obtainod for both the 4.3 and 5. 3A modal se t s  a r e  pre-  
sented. 
tween the s t ructural  mode and the fundamental mode of the propulsion system 
(see Figure 5). 
change in s t ructurai  mode shape. 
the downcomer is larger  i n  the later modal data. 
tude at this location was previously shown to reduce the stability of the L2 
mode (Ref .  4). 
The destabi .zing influence in this mode results f rom coupling be- 
The source of the degradation in  system stability is the 
Specifically, the axial  modal amplitude of 
Increase i n  modal ampli- 
The L54 modal amplitude distribution is illustrated in Figure 9. 
The sensitivity of stability in this mode to s t ructural  mode frequency i s  
shown in Figure 10, where it i s  seen that a minimum damping ratio of -0.002 
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i s  predicted at a s t ructural  frequency of about 14 Hz. 
eigensolution for this case reveals that the instability results f rom coupling 
of the s t ructural  mode with the f i rs t  inter-engine mode of the propulsion 
system (Figure 5). 
shape of the involved s t ructural  and propulsion system modes (compare 
Figures 6 and 9). 
Examination of the 
Significant coupling takes place because of the s imi la r  
1.4.2 Nominal System: Baseline Accumulator 
3 3 The effect of the baseline 0.017 m (0.6 ft ) gox accumulator on the 
frequencies of the propulsion system modes was discussed in Section 1.3. In 
particular,  it was seen from the spectra  presented in Figure 5 that the fre- 
quencies of the fundamental mode and of the f i rs t  ir ter-engine mode were 
decreased by some 40 and 75 percent, respectively. 
that the stability in the L2 mode is enhanced (see Figure 11) and the instability 
in the L54 mode eliminated I5ee Figure 12)  by the presence of the accumula- 
tor. 
mode, which is now the second mode of the propulsion system (see Figure 5), 
significantly couples with the lower s t ructural  modes. 
examined for the L2 mode and it was found that no significant destabilizing 
coupling took place. 
engine mode has  fluid motion in the upper engine which is out of phase with 
that in the lower engines, whereas the s t ructural  motion of the engines a r e  
a l l  in phase - consequently, a cancelling effect takes place. 
the modal character  oi other low frequency s t ructural  modes indicated that 
significant coupling with the inter-engine mode would be unlikely. 
-' is not surprising then 
One question which docs ar i se ,  however, i s  whether the inter-engine 
This question was 
The reason for the weak coupling is that the inter-  
Examination of 
1.4.3 Downcomer Motion/Pump Gain  Study 
The stability of the L2 mode had previously been shown t o  be gens;- 
tive to  both the modal amplitude o i  ihe downcomer and pump gain (Ref. 4). 
This sensitivity was checked with the present modal data with and wthout  
accumulators. 
tudes for unit pump gain, the Aerospace no-ninal, and the Aerospace maxi-  
mum pump gains. Tke resulting minimum damping ratios,  calculated over 
Arialyses were run with a range of downcomer modal ampli- 
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the specified frequency range (2.54 132 f 15 percent), a r e  shown in Figure 1 3  
for  the case of no accumulators. The damping levels a r e  shown a s  a function 
of the ratio of the downcomer modal displacement 
modal displacement of the SSME gimbals 4xa(g). 
pump gain increase remains a s  a significant destabilizing influence, the effect 
tending to be more  pronounced a t  the higher levels of downcomer motion. 
The character  of the curves in Figure 13 reflects a balance between the de- 
stabilizing effect of engine thrust  [ increases  with pump gains and with @ (3)/ 
@ (g)]and the stabilizing effect of the axial p ressure-area  force at  the aft xa 
corner of the downcomer [increases with 4x(3)/4xa(g)]. A s  4x(3)/@xa(g) in- 
c reases ,  the stabilizing effect eventually dominates. 
ance of a minimum, a s  seen in the curves for unit and nominal pump gains. 
Such a minimum would also occur i n  the curve for maximum pump gains i f  
the plot extended to  large enough values of 4x(3)/4xa(g). 
( 3 )  to the average axial 
X 
The results indicate that 
X 
2 2 
The result is the appear- 
The sensitivity of the L2 mode stability to pump gains is further 
illustrated by the results show.1 i n  Figure 14. 
ratios,  for an  a rb i t ra r i ly  selected worst  case value of downcomer modal 
amplitude ratio of 0.75, a r e  presented as  a function of the pump gain product 
( m l t l ) ( m 2 t 1 ) .  
tors.  The extreme sensitivity of the damping level to pump gain in the 
absence of suppression i s  clearly shown; i t  is seen that a 50 percent increase 
of the pump gain product f rom unity to a value of 1. 5 produces a 40 percent 
drop i n  the predicted damping level. 
by the presence of the baseline accu~nulators .  
ratio has only dropped to a value of about 0.007 for the maximum value of 
pump gain product (8.1) that was treated; i n  the corresponding case with no 
accumulators, the system has become unstable with a damping ratio of about 
There the minimum damping 
Results a r e  given for the system with and without accumula- 
The sensitivity is considerably reduced 
In this instance the damping 
-0. 006. 
1.4.4 Accumulator Volume 
The sensitivity of the system Stability to accumulator volume was 
also examined to establish a minimum required accumulator precharge at 
liftoff. n support of studies of alternative charging This information was 
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procedures for the accumulators. 
since previous analyses had indicated that volume sensitivity was more pro- 
nounced in the lower frequency modes (Ref. 4). 
analyses for a downcomer amplitude ratio of 0. 75 a r e  presented in Figure 15; 
the minimum damping ratio i s  plotted against accumulator volume foi unit and 
nominal pump gains. 
accumulator volume and is therefore used a s  a basis  for the recommended 
minimum accumulator volume at liftoff. 
enhanced a s  the accumulator volume is increased to about 0.014 m 
a much lower rate of stability enhancement occurs for further increases  in  
accumulator volume. 
The study was directed to the L2 mode 
The results of a se r ies  of 
The latter case shows a much grea te r  sensitivity to 
It i s  seen that stability i s  strongly 
3 3 
(0.5 ft ); 
To establish a minimum accuriiulator compliance that'should be 
available prior to liftoff, it was assumed that the accumulator was required 
to limit system stability loss to  less  than half of the s t ructural  damping. 
was based upon the 6 dB damping gain m.trgin recommended for nominal 
syetem parameters  in Ref. 5. Thus, a sys tem damping ratio of grea te r  than 
0.005 is required for an assumed s t ructural  damping rat io  of 0.01. 
results in Figure 15 (for nominal puinp gains) show that an accumulator com- 
pliance equivalent to that provided by a gox volume of 0.007 m 
the minimum required prior to liftoff. 
This 
The 
3 3 (0.25 f t  ) is 
1.4. 5 LPOTP Resistance - -
A study was directed at the sensitivity of the L54 mode stability to 
Previous analysis had indicated variation of the resistance of the LPOTP. 
that the L2 mode stability was insensitive to such variation. 
for this particular study were twofcld. 
anticipated that the damping in the inter-engine mode of the propulsion sys-  
tem would be sensitive to LPOTP resistance.  
results developed by Caltech for  the LPOTP impeller (discussed in Section 
2.1. 1) suggested that the resistive iinpedance decreased dramatically a t  high 
frequencies of oscillation. 
case of zero  LPOTP resistance revealed that loss of this resistance signifi- 
cantly degraded the stability ol the system. Results a r e  shown in Figure l b  
The incentives 
F i rs t ,  on a physical basis it was 
Second, the experimental 
The results of an analysis undertaken for the 
i 
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for ?he system withou- accumulators for zero  LPOTP resis tance and for the 
nominal resistance of 8. 8 MNs/m5 (0. 53 sec/ in .  ). 
predicted damping level has dropped frsili -0, , 3 2 5  to -0. 0095. 
the frequency shift efiect provided by the baseline accumulator is sufficient 
t o  desensit ize the stability t o  LPOTI’ resistance.  
Figure 16 where the resul ts  obtained with the baseline accumulator and ze ro  
pump resis tance a r e  also presented. These reaul ts  a r e  quite close to those 
obtained for the nominal LPO’I’P resistance.  
1. It is seen  that the lowest 
Fortunately, 
This is i l lustrated in  
1.4.6 L54 Mode Frequency Shift 
Subsequent t o  the performance of the stability analyses with the 
model 5. 3A modal data, some prel iminary resul ts  from the horizcintal ground 
vibration tes t  (HGVT) that had been performed on Orbi ter  Vehicle 101 became 
available (Ref .  12). These resul ts  indicated that a local upper-engine mode 
occurred at about 30 Hz, ra ther  than at 18 Hz as predicted in  the modal 
analysis. Lacking mode shape data for this 30-Hz mode, i t  was decided to  
examine the effect of the new frequency by simply shifting the frequency of 
the L54 mode (a local upper..engine mode) to  the 25-32  Hz range. F r o m  the 
frequency spectra  shown in Figure 5, it is seen  that such a shift could bring 
this s t ruc tura l  mode into proximity with the second inter-engine mode of the 
propulsion system with o r  without the accumulators present. Fo r  conserva- 
tism, the LPOTP resis tance was se t  t o  zero.  The resul ts  of analyses under- 
taken for the system both without accuniulators and with the baseline accumu- 
la tors  are shown in Figure 17. In the absence of accumulators i t  is seen  that 
there  are no strong destabilizing tendencies. In fact, the opposite i s  true in 
the 27-23  Hz range where the systeni damping is significantly enhancctd from 
the prescribed 0.01 s t ructural  damping rat io  
force components indicates that this enhancement is pr imar i ly  due to the 
engine thrust  forces.  
forces ,  and hence their  stabilizing influence, a r e  reduced. This effect is  
seen in the relationship of the stability curves  fo r  the case  with and without 
accumulators in Figure 17. 
studies (Ref. 4, Section 2. 3 . 2 . 2 ,  Figure 27).  
Examination of the generalized 
When the a.ccumulators a r e  introduced the thrust  
A s imi la r  effect was observed in  previous 
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It was also of interest to  see what happened i f  the first inter-engine -- 
m o d e  freqliency was sbiftecl to t>is nigher range. 
achiebed by replacing the Aerospace nominal pump cavitation compliance 
values of 0 .0012 m / h l N  (0 .02  in. ) for the LPOTP and 0.00027 m /XfX 
(0.0045 in. ) for the HPQTP with the curresponding Hc zkwell nominal values 
of C . 3 9  10 m / M N  (0.0067 it..2) for  the LPOTP and 0 .59  10 
(0.001 in. ) for the HPOTP. The pump gains were not changed. S:. -1ity 
analyses undertaken for these conditions and EO accumulators revealed that 
significant destabilizing coupling occurrec! between the L54 mode and the f i r s t  
inter-engine mode at  these higher frequencies. These results are  shown in  
Figure 18 where it i s  seen that the system is only marginally stable. It was 
this same type of interaction which had induced instability with the unshifted 
L54 mode and the Aerospace pump compliances (see Figure 10). 
obtained when the baseline accumulators a r e  added to the system are also 
shc.wn ir Figure 18 for the cases of nominal and zero  LPOTP resistance. 
i s  seen that the addition of the accumulators res tores  the system stability 
and is insensitive to  reauced I,POTP resistance. 
Such a shift could be 
5 2 5 
2 
- 3  5 -4 5 
2 
m / M N  
The results 
It 
1.4.7 Accumulator Failure 
A lixirited study was undertaken t o  examir.e the sensitivity of the 
system stability to  isolated accumulator failures. 
w a s  to obtain an indication of the criticality of such failures. 
available pitch-plane model it was possible to analyze the following two 
failure conditions : 
The objective of the study 
With the 
a. 
b. 
h-ilure of both accumulators on the two lower engines 
Failure of the accumulatcr on the upper engine 
Both of these cases  were treated. 
L2 and the shifced 5 5 4  modes; stability calculations were limited to  nominal 
pump gzlir.s and downcomer structural  mode amplitudes. 
The analyses were carr ied out with the 
In the case of the 
L2 mode it -.vas found that loss of the accumclator on the upper engine had 
negligible effect on the systetn stability, and loss of the accumulators on the 
two lower engincs resulted in a reasonably small loss in the stability level. 
These effects :ire illustrated in Figure 19 where the syatem dampifig for the 
1 - 2 3  
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two failure conditions a r e  presented together with the resul ts  for a l l  the 
accumulators effect i ve . 
Iri view of the  resul ts  of the ground vibration tes t  on Orbi ter  Vehicle 
101 (see discussion in Section 1.4.61, the analyses for the L54 mode were 
undertaken at the higher s t ruc tura l  mode frequencies (25 - 32 Hz). To con- 
s t ruc t  a cr i t ical  stability case  the Rockwell nominal pump compliances were  
employed to bring the f i r s t  inter-engine mode of the propulsion sy-stem 
(without accumulators) into this  frequency range. 
the predominant motion in the L54 s t ruc tura l  mode i t  was not surprising t o  
find that loss of the accumulators on the two  lower engines did not proiuce 
any significant degradation of the system stability, whereas  loss of the upper 
engine accumulator precipitated an instability (see Figure 20). 
system mode involved in this instability had a strong inter-engine mode 
character .  
Since the upper engine has  
The propulsion 
The above resul ts  should not tz construed to imply that the accu- 
mulators on the two lower engines a r e  unnecessary. 
these accumulators can be expected to  yield a much greater stability loss  in  
the L2 mode for conditions of l a rger  downcomer motion and higher pump gains 
(see Figures 13 and 14). In addition, the role of these accumulators may be 
significant in maintaining stability for coupling between inter-engine propul- 
sion modes in  the yaw plane and local engine s t ruc tura l  modes involving one 
o r  both lower engines. 
when a three-dimensional model of the M P S  and vehicle s t ruc ture  is available. 
Clearly,  the absence of 
Study of this latter possibility will be undertaken 
1 . 5  SUMMARY 
The stability analyses undertaken for the liftoff event with the model 
5.3A s t ruc tura l  modal data se t  revealed the following for the system without 
accumulators : 
a. Degradation of the 1 2  st ructural  mode (2.54 Hz) stability 
relative to the previous predictions made with the Shuttle 
model 4. 3 modal data (see Figure 8) 
1-25 
b. The presence of an instability in the L54 local upper-engine 
s t ructural  mode (17.8 Hz) due to coupling with the first inter-  
engine mode of the propulsion system (see Figure 10) 
c. Sensitivity of the L2 mode stability t o  variations in pump 
gains and in downcomer amplitude (see Figures 13 and 14) 
d. Aggravation of the instability in the L54 mode with decreased 
resistance of the LPOTP (see Figure 16) 
3 3 With the addition of the baseline 0.017 m (0.6 f t  ) gox accumu- 
lators,  it was found that satisfactory stability existed in  a l l  situations inves- 
tigated. Specifically 
a. The stability of the L2 mode was restore? to  a satisfactory 
level (see Figure 11). 
b. The instability of the L54 mode was eliminated and the damping 
in this mode restored to a satisfactory level (see Figure 12). 
c. TF 
! 
( % a r e  14). 
- =- sitivity of the L2 mode stability to vari:-tions in 
tin and in downcomer amplitude was gyeatly rrtduced 
d. TI-. ility of the L54 mode was insensitive + r ~  decreased 
rcs i s ta  ce  of the LPOTP (see Figure 16). 
Based upon the location of a 30-Hz local upper-engine s t ructural  
mode i n  the orbiter ground vibration tes t s ,  sensitivity studies were under- 
taken with the L54 mode shifted to about 30 Hz. 
ginal stability conditions for the system without accumulators i f  the first 
inter-engine mode frequency was also in  this frequency range. 
addition of the baseline accumulators again restored the atability to a sat is-  
factory level even in the absence of LPOTP resistance. 
The resul ts  indicated mar- 
However, 
In support of accumulator charging studies by NASA and Rockwell, 
an analysis was con2 cted of the variation of L2 mode stability with accumu- 
lator volume. 
3 3 gox volume in excess  of 0 .007 m (0.25 f t  ) was required at liftoff to  avoid a 
50 percent loss in system damping for the assumed s t ructural  damping ratio 
of 0.01, 
It was found that an accumulator compliance equivalent to a 
I 
I 
1-26 
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The effect of failure of the accumulator on the upper engine o r  both 
accumulators on the lower engines was examined for the L2 and L54 modes. 
It was  found that such failures had relatively little impact on the stability of 
the L2 mode for nominal ?ump gains and downcomer amplitude. Any accu- 
mulator failure, however, is expected to lead to significant L2 mode stability 
loss for higher pump gains and downcomer motion (see Figure 19). 
of the uppzr-engiie accumulator precipitated an  instability in the L54 mode 
(see Figure 20) with the Rockwell nominal pump compliance values. 
Failure 
Finally, i t  should bc noted that the preseiit analyses did not involve 
the separation mode of the propulsion sys tem (see Section 1.3). 
investigations (Ref s .  4 and 7) have demonstrated the benefit of accumulator 
res is tance in the elimination of an instability associated with this  par t icular  
fluid mode. 
the next phase of our pogo studies. 
Previous 
The matter  of accumulator res is tance will again be addressed in  
1-27 
2. APPLICATION O F  QUARTER-SCALE LPOTP 
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
Pump dynamics play n very imFortant role i n  pogo stability analysis. 
The pump model employed in previous studies (Ref s .  1 through 4)  does 
represent  the existing state of the a r t  (Ref .  5). However, the validity of this 
model is questionable because i t  was not based upon detailed pump experi-  
mental  data. 
described in this section using the pump dynamic t ransfer  functions deter-  
mined experimentally at the California Institute of Technvlogy (Caltech) for a 
quarter-scale  model of the LPOTP impeller (Ref. 6). 
A beginning of the process  for refining the pump model is 
2 .1  CALTECH EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
An experimental  program for the dynamic response of cavitating 
turbomachines has  been under way a t  Caltech, under contract  f rom the NASA 
Marshall  Space Flight Center (Ref .  0 ) .  In this  study, elements of the l inear- 
ized four-terminal t ransfer  mat r ix  of a quarter-scale  LPOTP impeiler have 
been measured at a number of operating conditions using water as  the working 
fluid. 
some resul ts  not published in Ref. 6. 
se t s  of t rznsfer  matr ix  results,  each corresponding to a particular value of 
the pump cavitation number Q (specifically, 0 = 0. 513, 0.  114, 0.046, 
0.024), a l l  for a flow coefficient of 0.07 at  9000 rpm. 
Tabulated results were  made available to us  by Caltech, including 
The study reported here  employs four 
P P 
A schematic drawing of the Caltech pump test  facility is shown in 
Figure 21. The pump, driven by an electr ic  motor ,  is located at the lower 
left. An upstream smoothing section, containing the  upstream pressure  
transducer,  precedes the upstream flow measurement  by a laser  doppler 
velocimeter. Likewise, a downstream smoothing section, containing the 
downstream pressure  t ransducer ,  precedes the downstream flow measure-  
ment. 
direction of flow for each flow measurement.  
measurement  by the laser  to be converted to  relative flow for the t ransfer  
Also, an accelerometer  is employed to  measure  the pipe motion in the 
This enables the absolute flow 
I 
2 - 1  
2
-2
 
I 
matrix determination. Upstream and Jownstream, siren-type valves a r e  
employed to create  periodic flow disturbances, with their  individual amplitude 
and their  relative phase adjustable to achieve various independent s ta tes  of 
excitation. Other details of the setup a r e  described in Ref. 6. 
For each steady operating condition of the pump (rotating speed, 
flow coefficient, cavitation number), and for each of seven discrete  frequen- 
cies of excitation, data is collected at three or more  independent s ta tes  of 
excitatron for the t ransfer  matr ix  determinations at  those frequencies. 
data consist of pressure,  absolute flow, and line acceleration at  upstream 
and downstream positions relative to the pump. By a least-square fit pro- 
cedure described in Appendix I1 of Ref. 6 ,  the r e a l  and imaginary par ts  of the 
fou; elements of the following t r -nsfer  matrix a r e  determined: 
The 
where 
P = a dimensionless sinusoidal pressure  
m = a dimensionless slnusoi<!al relative mass  flow 
u = upstream 
- 
-
d = downstream 
o, = the dimensionless frequency 
The dimensionless quantities a r e  defined by 
A - = Q / A ~ u ~ ~ ~  
- o = u H / U t i p  
2 - 7  
where 
P = physical p ressure  
Q = volLmetri;: flow 
P = fluid density 
= tip speed of the pump inducer 'tip 
Ai  = inlet flow area  
w = physical frequency 
H = tip spacing of thc inducer 
Studies were  initiated for two possible methods of using the experi-  
mental results to  describe the LPOTP for stability analysis. 
method consists of obtaining fitted polynomials (in the complex frequency, S )  
to the measured t ransfer  functions. The second method consists of obtaining 
a lumped parameter ,  physically based Inoclel which reflects the experimental 
results.  
version of the dimensionless parameters  to  dimensiona! ones i s  defined in  
Table 2. 
The f i r s t  
In both cases  the data a r e  employed i n  dimensionless form. Con- 
CURVE FITTED TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
This section describes the f i r s t  attempt to employ the quarter-scale  
-- 2.2 
LPOTP results for stability analysis. 
analytical fits of the measured t ransfer  functions and using the resulting 
expressions to describe the LPOl'P in the stability analysis equations. 
fitting approaches were tried: ( I \  giobal polynomial fits valid for the entirc 
frequency range and (2)  piecewise linear fits valid over a limited frequent;- 
range. 
enabling a relatively rapid incorporation of the experimental data into the 
analysis. It was, hDwever, somew iat crude and, when implemented, was 
judged to be Df questionable validity. 
and the concerns a r e  identified a s  background fo r  possible future studies. 
The approach consisted of obtaining 
Two 
These direct  analytical fitting approaches had the advantage of 
Nevertheless, the approach is outlined 
2 - 4  
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2.2.  1 Experimental  Transfer  Functions and Global 
Polynomial Fi ts  
The experimental  t r ans fe r  functions defined by Eq. (4) were adjusted 
by Caltech to  remove the contribution of the facility portions between the 
measuring stations and the pump itself. T o  distinguish these t ransfer  func- 
tions from the nonadjusted ones, we use the subscript  p on the Z ' s  t o  denote 
pump: 
I 
I 
For  our purposes the form was altered to obtain a correspondence with the 
form of the elementary model described by Eq. (1). Namely 
-p22 
where 
= 2A1/PUtip 
Note that the p re s su res  and flows a r e  now in dimensional form. 
The variations with frequency of the t ransfer  function combinations 
appearing in  Eq. (7) a r e  shown i n  Figures  22 through 28 for the case  of a 
cavitation number a equal to 0. 114 !a repreAentativz value for flight condi- 
P 
tions). The figures show the experirr.c?tal data points, a global polynomial 
fit of the data points, and, where applicable, the corresponding variation 
2-6  
t I 
f rom the elementary pump moclel used in past  Tnalyses. 
nomial fits are for s = i o a n d  have the form 
The global poly- 
n 
Real par t  = c s j  
j 
j=O 
( j  even) 
(j add) Imaginary part  = gc. s j J 
j = 1 
The value of n employed is stated i n  each case to define the level of the least 
squares  fit.  
Figures 22 and 23 show the real  and imaginary pa r t s  of the t ransfer  
function gPz2 ;  the dashed line in the figure represents  the data fit to the o rde r  
of n give.1 on each figure. This  t ransfer  function has been re fer red  to as a 
"mass Cow gain factor" ( R e f .  13),and there  is no equivalent t e r m  in the 
elementary pump model (i.e., - Zp::2+O). Figures 24 and 25 show the r ea l  
and imaginary par t s  of the function 7, * the dashed line in Figure 24 repre-  
sents  an n = 2 f i t  of the r ea l  par t  data, the dashed line in Figure 25 represents  
a n  n = 1 f i t  of the imaginary part  data. Figure 2 5  a l so  contains the variation 
of the correspc 'ing term in  the elementary model ( c L  p21-sCpl) for the 
previously employed value of compliance for this cavitation number. The 
figure shows that the elementary model exhibits the same general  trend as 
the experimental  data. 
tation compliance employed for the elementary model was considerably 
g rea t e r  than that exhibited by the experimental data. 
be influenced by severa l  unknown factors s o  no conclusion is drawn. 
it has  been shown theoretically that what has  been called cavitation compliance 
for the elementary model includes a contribiition of the m a s s  flow gain fac- 
tor  (Ref. 13). 
t o  be expected. 
working fluid and the effect of dimensional scaling. 
p2 1' 
However, comparison shows that the value of cavi- 
This comparison could 
F i r s t ,  
On this basis  the qualitative relationship seen in Figure 25 i s  
Other unknowns a r e  the effect of lox versus  water i o r  the 
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Figures 26 and 27 show the real  and imaginary par t s  oi Z /(1tzpz2);  -p12 
an n = 6 fit of the r ea l  par t  data is  shown in Figure 26; an n = 1 f i t  of the 
imaginary part  data is shown in Figure 27. 
termF employed for the elementary model is also shown. 
rea l  par t ,  the elementary model t e r m  is simply the negative of the pump re- 
sistance; and in the case of the imaginary part ,  the te rn% is the negative of the 
product of fret -!?-cy ana the pump inertance. On Figur? 26 it is seer. thht the 
constant O U ~ P  L ocistance employed for  the elerxentary model dces  not reflect  
the frequency dependence apparent in the experimental  data. 
dramatic aspect of this dependence is the rapid decrease  of the r e a l  par t  at 
the higher frequencies. 
led to the performance of some stability analyses (for a high-frequency s t ruc-  
t u ra l  mode) with an assumed LPOTP resistance of zero. The i tLca t ion  from 
Figure 27 is that the inertance associated with the experimental  data is con- 
siderably la rger  than the value employed for the elementary model. 
The variation of the corresponding 
In the case  of the 
The most  
As t v a -  noted ea r l i e r  (Section 1.4.5), this behavior 
Finally, Figure 28 i l lustrates both the r ea l  and imaginary pa r t s  of 
(1 tZ  ). The equivalent e lementary pump the function 1 + zpll - ~ p 2 1 ~ p 1 2 /  
model t e r m  is the gain pump m t 1, which should be compared t o  the real 
par t  data. 
about 0.9. 
exhibited vahes as large a s  2. 8. 
- p22 
For  this particular t e s t  condition, the data indicates a pump gainof 
Data obtained at lower values of the cavitation number have 
2.2 .2  Piecewise Linear Fi ts  
In addition to the polynoniial type of global fit, piecewise linear fits 
were obtained over a limited frequency range for s = io. 
was 
The form employed 
Real par t  = c l  t c41sl 
Imaginary part  = c t c3s/i 2 
( 9 )  
I 
r 
I 
where the coefficients c a r e  rea l  quantities. 
these fits since they a r e  essentially coincident wit3 the data in the limited 
frequency range of applicability. 
There  is no point in showing 
J 
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2.2.3 Propulsion System Modes 
Concerns about the furcctional fitting approach a rose  when it  was used 
to  represent  the LPOTP and then the modes of the propulsion system were 
calculated. 
representation o r  with the global polynomial r e F  -esentation, it was found that 
unstable modes were predictecl for  the propulsion system. Although instability 
is physically possible s ince the pumps a r e  active elements,  the resu l t s  were 
viewed with suspicion. One prediction, utilizing a sequentihl piecewise l inear 
fitting of the experimental  data, is shown in Figure 29. 
the propulsion system a r e  plotted in the complex s plane. 
instability ( t  210.7) was judged t o  be unreasonable. 
When these modes were calculated with e i ther  the piecewise l inear 
The eigenvalues of 
The very strong 
A concern with any fitting approach s t ems  f rom the usage of data 
derived under simple harmonic conditions (s = io) to apply to transient condi- 
tions (s = o t io). This was emphasized further by the experience gained with 
the polynomial fitting approach. 
higher-order polynomials (say, n I 6  o r  7) to  fit the t r ans fe r  functions re- 
sulted in the prediction of propulsion sys tem instabilities a t  low frequencies 
even though the data fits for harmonic conditions looked completely reasonable. 
In retrospect,  the difficulty may have been due to  the fact that flow continuity 
through the pump was not constrained to exist  as the frequency went t o  ze ro  
[ tha t  is, Q,-+QU as 0+0; see  Eq. (7)]. Thus, the fits should have been con- 
strained such that 1 t Z  -+I and Z -+O as 0+0. Figures  22 and 24 show 
that the r ea l  par t s  of the fitted polynomials did not satisfy the continuity 
requirement. 
In this instance i t  was found that the use of 
- p22 -p21 
This mat te r  will be explored further in future studies. 
2.3 LUMPED PARAMETER MODEL 
2.3. 1 Description of Model 
The lumped parameter  model (in e lectr ical  analogy form) shown in 
Figure 30 was developed based upon an initial assessment  of the tes t  data. 
The model of the pump (LPOTP) differs from the usual  e lementary model of 
Eq. (1) only in that a parallel  resistance-inertance circuit  ( res is tances  2R, 
inertances L and aL) is  employed for the pump flow impedance. The other 
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two pump elements a r e  the usual cavitation compliance C 
mtl .  
its p res su re  t ransducer  P 
represented by the inertance L and curnpliance C 
U U' 
model that the upstream state variables P 
smoother/feedline flange interface (see Figure 21). 
of the actual pressure  and flow senso r s  i s  believed to be of second-order 
importance a s  was assumed in  Ref. 6. 
reprebents to  first o rde r  the sma l l  compliance of the smoother t ransi t ion 
section and the feedline; this compliance is to  be determined from the test 
data. 
m e t r y  between the cmoother/feedline flange and the beginning of the pump 
blades. 
with inertance - Ld = 4.1 based on geometry and the compliance Cd t o  be de ter -  
mined from the t e s t  data. 
includes the effective compressibil i ty of the relatively voluminous downstream 
smoothing section. 
and pump gain 
P 
The upstream iacility section (containing a flow smoothing section with 
and an inlet feedline with its flowmeter, m ) is 
It is assumed for the 
U U 
a r e  physically located at  the u' u 
The physical separation 
The inclusion of the compliance Cu 
rlir upstream inertance L = 10.7 i s  taken to  be that given by the geo- 
-U 
The downstream facility section is modeled in  a corresponding fashion 
The compliance C is relatively large since it d 
a r e  as 
z21 
The 2.. elements for the model of Figure 30, a s  defined i n  Eq. (8), 
1J 
fo 1 lows : 
1 t Z l l  = (mt1)B - w 2 ((3 t C U B ) ( L  +Ld)  -+ iOR (C +CUB) 
= W 2 ( C  tCUB)C R -icl((m+l)CdB t ic +c  B)[I - 2 cd(Lp' Ld)ll 
(10) 
(11) 
P P P P  
= - R B - i@(mt l )LU t (L +Ld)B] 
z12 P P 
P d P  P U  
(12) 
(13)  
= [ l  - o 2 C ( L  t Ld)]B - 0  2 (mt l )CdLU t iOC R B 
222 d P  d P  
I 
I 
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? 
where 
2 B = l - O C L  
P U  
I 
As previously noted, the values of L 
metry. The values of the other parameters  (Cu, C C, R,  L, a ,  m t l )  a r e  
t o  be determined from a matching of the above Z.. elements with their experi-  
mental values over the range of test  excitation frequencies. 
that only the pump cavitation compliance C 
the pump cavitation nunlbe: 0 
cavitation number u a r e  employed for this s k  'v. 
and Ld a r e  found from feedline geo- 
U 
P* 
1J 
It is assumed 
and the pump gain m t l  vary wi'A 
P 
A s  previously staced, data for four values of 
P' 
P 
The basis  for the parallel  representation of the pump flow impedance 
is the experimentally observed nature of the variation with frequency of 2 
its rea l  and imaginary parts.  
is given for the fully wetted o r  noncavitaring (C 
PI2 
P12 
From Eq. ( 1  1) we see  that the impedance 2 
= 0, m t l  = 1) conditions by 
P 
(16) - Z12 - iO(L t L d )  PI2 U Z 
Figure 31 shows normalized Z 
superimposed on a family of curves for the parallel circuit  shown with a a s  
the parameter.  Two normalization factors a r e  employed. 
state pump resistance R obtained i n  the usual fash im from pump steady per-  
formance data a s  the negative of the partial  derivative of the pump head with 
respect to pump flow; from Figure 5 .2  of Ref. 6 the value R = 16.6 is obtained. 
da:a for the fully wetted case  ( 0  = 0.513) 
-p l2  P 
One is the steady- 
- 
2-10  
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' I  r 
The second normalization factor is  
in the calibration of the upstream flow measurement & 
rationalized on the basis that this flow was the most  suspect measurement  and 
that it is necessary for  Re Z 
steady flow conditions. 
instead. 
measured flow; the value q = 0 . 8  provides the indicated correction. 
the 2.. a r e  determined using the measured flow fi' 
matrix becomes 
= 0 . 8  to account ior a suspected e r r o r  
This e r r o r  was 
11 
+ O  as 0 4  so  that inflow equals outflow under 
The experimental data indicated that Re ZZ2+ N 0.2 
22  
Let us assume that the actual flow m = qin;, where xh' i s  the 
U U 
Since 
the corrected t ransfer  '3 U' 
As a consequence, the experimental data for 2 
before Z was evaluated using Eq. (16). 
were divided by q = 0.8 12  
PI2 
The value of a (between 0 and 1)  determines the high frequency 
asymptote of the r ea l  part  a t  a value of between one and two t imes the steady- 
state resistance R ;  this matches the trend of the test  data shown on Figure 3 1  
and also the trend of data obtained i n  another test  program (for example, 
see Figure 9 of Ref. 14). 
result  Z = R t ioL/2. 
model shown on Figure 31 was achieved by t r i a l  and e r r o r  using the value 
L = 320 which establishes the scaling of abscissa  values. The correlation, 
most  particularly for the imaginary par t  data, suggests the value a = 0.04. 
Note that these a r e  the values appearing on Figure 30. 
It is informative to note that rr = 1 yields the expected 
The match between the data and the mathematical 
P I2  
- 
Thus fa r ,  the values of Lu and L were  determined by feedline geo- 
metry,  H from the pump performance data, L and a from the matching to the 
-d - 
- - 
2 -  17 
r I 1 "  1 
circui t  shown in Figure 31. 
follows : 
The remaining parameters  were evaluated a s  
(low 0) - 
I 
Fo r  the fully wetted case (C 
the value of - Cu. 
values appear on Figure 30. 
= 0, m t l  = l ) ,  Eq. (20) provides the bas i s  for  
-P 
Thus, a l l  of the model parameters  a r e  determined. The 
2.3.2 Evaluation of Results 
Figures 32 through 39 show the calculated r ea l  and imaginary par t s  
of the 2.. elements versus frequency frr'w. the mathematical  model in  
Figure 30. 
show most  of the major  trends in  the data, particularly for the two higher 
cavitation numbers. 
-1J 
The resul ts  a r e  encoil. -giV; ix that the model does qualitatively 
Available information on steady engine operation in flight yields a 
range of cavitation numbers f rom about 0. 1 to 0.4. 
cavitation number u 
conditirns. 
value 2: 7 :Q .relatively good. The matches for ImZ and ReZZl - a r e  par -  
ticu?;r\; W ~ Z G ! L * .  The matches for ReZI2,  - Im_Z12, and ImZ22 - a r e  
bettei thhq  tr:ay appear a t  f irst  glance when the factor 1.25 (equal to i / q )  i s  
applied to  tfie data [Eq. (17)]. 
moderately good correlation; in each case a constant factor would move the 
experimental  data points into a much improved match to the mathematical  
model. 
Thus, the t e s t  condition 
= 0 .114  i s  the most representative of flight operating 
P 
A review of Figures 32 through 39 shows that the match for this  
F - 1 1  
The other two cases ,  Reg l1  and ImZZ1, - show 
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For  the most par t  the model provides a good match at  low f r e -  
which quencies. Special attention i s  called to the initial sha1 2 of ImE 
reflects the total  compliance and pump gain a s  follows [see  Eq. (12)]: 
2 1  
- z (0) 9 + (n1t l )  c t c t c- - 2 1  -1 - c I  - p  
g+c 
On the other hand, thc poor qiiantitative high-frequency correlat ion 
a t  the lower cavitation numbers strongly suggests that fur ther  model develop- 
r.ent is needed for an  adequate description of punip dynamics under conditions 
of major  cavitation. 
after-SRB-separation t ransient  and (luring a lox depletion where the lox SUI- 
face moves well dowr. the feedline pr ior  to engine shutdown. 
F o r  example, :,uch conditions may occur  during the 
SUM'  ; 4 R Y  -- 2.4  
Two prel iminary studies were made for the use of the Caltech ex- 
per imental  resul ts  for mr. 'eling the LPO'I'P. 
results.  
Each study showed questionable 
Further  efforts along both lines a r e  planned for the future. 
In the f i r s t  study two forms of functional fitting, global polynorAiial 
Con- fits and piecewise l inear fits, were applied to the Caltech pump data. 
cerns  about the validity of the results for use in  stability analyses a rose  
because various instabilities urere predicted for the main propulsion .-'ystem 
when the fitted functions were einployed for the LPOTP. 
The second study was aimed a t  developing a lumped parameter ,  
physicallv based model. A 
comparison of the results from this model with the measured data appears  
on Figures  3 1  through 39. 
in the major  t rends,  particularly for the cavitation number most represen-  
tative of steady flight operation (0  = 0. 114) and higher. However, severa l  
ma t t e r s  need to  be investigatefl and resolved before such a model can be 
accepted: 
The result was the mode: shown on Figure 30. 
The comparison shows an encouraging s imilar i ty  
P 
a. The need for th(? correction of the upstream flow data to 
a-hieve continuity for sieady flow 
2 - 2 3  
b. The poor quantitative correlation at high frequencies at 
low cavitation numbers 
c .  The use of the model to calculate hydraulic modes of the 
Caltech test system to verify a lack of major discrepancy 
with observed self-excited system oscillations. 
I 
I I 
3. INITIAL POGO ST1JDY O F  OMS OPERATION 
An exploratory evaluation of pogo stability during operation of the 
orbital  maneuvering subsysteni (OMS) is described i n  this section. 
concern is prompted by the fact thdt two other vehicles powered by generally 
s imi la r  pressure-fed engines (see Table 3), ;Lamely the Deita Stage I1 and 
the French Diamant B Stage I, have experienced strong pogo instability in 
flight (Refs.  15 and 16). The Delta Stage 11, powered by a derivative lunar 
module descent engine ( W D E ; ,  has experienced sustained peak axial  vibra- 
tions of up  to  45 g at 125 Hz. 
involving pr imari ly  engine axial motion with some interaction with the vehicle 
tanks. 
the second longitudinal mode of the overal l  vehicle. 
has apparently been corrected by ballasting the engine with a 19.5 k., - m a s s  
(43 Ib) to reduce the s t ructural  gain. 
pressed by a combination of stiffening of the junction of the thrust  s t ruc ture  
with the aft propellant tank (to reduce s t ruc tura l  ga in )  and by bonding visc9- 
e las t ic  mater ia l  around the aft half of the same tank (to increase  s t ruc tura l  
damp'ng). It i s  noteworthy also that both the Delta Stage 11 and the Diamant 
B Stage I underwent pogo instability during stage s ta t ic  firings. 
lesson for the Shuttle is that pogo prevention should be vigorously pvrsued on 
the OMS. 
The 
The vehicle s t ructural  mode was a local one 
The Diamant B had experienced vibrations as high a s  20 g at 45 Hz in 
The Delta Stage I1 pogo 
The Diamant I3 instability was sup- 
The overall  
The following sections deal with preliminary s t ruc tura l  and propul- 
sion dynamic models,  studies to investigate mechanisms for potential ins'a- 
bilities, and an initial look at suppression for an identified potentiallv strong 
destabilizing mechznism. 
and D. 
Details of the models a r e  found in Appendices C 
OMS STRUCTITHAL DYNAMICS MODEL -3 . 1  
The OMS pod il lustrated in Figure 40 is assumed to be fixed at  the 
orbi ter  fuselage interface with the major  portion of i t s  m a s s  concentrated in  
the LMS and RCS propellant tanks, the OMS high-pressure helium storage 
3 -  1 
i 
MMH, N204 
3070 Ne/kr, 
(313 eec; 
4 5  Hz 
Table 3. 
UDMH, N204 
2960 Ne/@ 
(302 eec) 
125 Hs? 
Engine Mame 
Thrust 
Prop llante 
I 
SP 
Frequency 
Structural Mode 
I I 1 
Selective Comparison of OMS with Pressure-Fed 
Vehicles Experiencicg Pogo Phenomena 
113-122 @ 104-132 @ 
(230-290 l h )  I (250-270 Ibm) 
27  kN 
(6000 lbm) 
44 kN 
(10,000 Ibm) 
Diamant B Stage I 
~ 
(Unknown) 
40 kN 
(9000 lbm) 
UDMH, N204 
2880 Nelkg 
(294 eecj 
45-47 Ha 
Second Longitudinal, 
Large Engine Motion 
I 
PBK OMS 
RCS HELIUM TOMS ENGINE OMS MMH 
RCS PROPELLANT TANKS 
I 
Figure 40.  OMS General Arrangement 
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bottle, the RCS th rus te r  arrangement  and the OMS engine. 
consists of aluminum and titanium t r u s s  members  of skin and s t r inger  con- 
struction, and reinforced panels. M a s s  and flexibility matr ix  data were 
based on a 123-DOF mathematical model supplied by the Rockwell International 
Space Division (RI/SD). 
The pod s t ruc ture  
A se t  of OMS pod s t ruc tura l  dynamic n o d e s  (corresponding to the 
100 percent fill condition in a l l  propellant tanks) was calculated by RI/SD. 
The tanks were assumed rigid with flexible aft bulkhead supporting s t ructure .  
The lowest tank-dominated OMS longitudinal modal frequencies were  at  1 0 . 0  
and 12 .6  Hz. 
culated at 43.5 Hz. 
In addition, a high-gain localized engine axial mode was tal-  
3 . 1 . 1  Simplified OMS Pod Structural  Modes 
An independent calculation of pod s t ruc tura l  modes was ca r r i ed  out 
s ince the RI/SD supplied data were  limited to  the 100 percent fill condition 
and the assignment of a single pod s t ruc tura l  mass  point a t  the pod center  of 
gravity was not thought to  be adequate for  pogo analysis. 
The RI/SD assumption of rigid propellant tanks was first examined 
with a n  elementary flexible tank model (Ref .  17) supported by a ring at the 
aft dome/cylinder interface which connects to a support spring. The modes 
of this simplified model verified that a rigid tank model is =lid for  all prn- 
pellant fill conditions for Irequencies below 100 Hz. 
For  the present  investigation, a Simplified 1 I-DOF longitu Iinal 
dynamic model with engine la teral  dynamics wa 
selected significant mass  points i s  i l lustrated in . ._;ure 41 and the RI/SD 
based mass  and flexibility mat r ices  a r e  presentefl  i n  Appendix C. In the 
absence of distributed s t ruc tura l  m a s s  data, a conservative approach was 
taken whereby the s t ruc tura l  m a s s  (lumped at  i ts  center  of gravity by RI/SD) 
was completely ignored. The burn timc dependent tank m a s s e s  were taken a s  
functions of propellant level with /A and V denoting the OMS and RCS fractional 
fi 11 le ve 1s , respective ly. 
-sembled. The model with 
I 
I i I I I 
RCS FUEL 
LRCS OX TANK 
POD FIXED AT ORBITER IN 
MODEL INCLUMS WARYING PROPELLAM MASS 
OMS FUEL I 2041 IKJ (4505 Ibm) 
OMS OX i_ 3372 kq 1'1833 Ibm) 
RCS FUEL 5 371 kg (817 Ibm) 
RCS OX I 616 kq 113R Ibm) 
Figure 41. 11-DOF OMS Structural Dynamic Model 
60- 
, RCS CG 
5 0 -  
UNCOUPLED OMS OX 
I 1 I 
~~ _ _  
0 
UNCOUPLED OMS FUEL 
0 
1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 
OMS PROPELLANT FILL LEVEL p 
Figure 42. OMS Pod Structural Mode Frequencies vs. 
OMS Propellant Level (RCS 100% Full) 
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Calculation of the modes a s  a function of OMS propellant level was 
The mode spec t ra  a r e  presented in  Figures  42 through 44 for car r ied  out. 
three RCS propellant fill levels of 100, 50, and 1 percent,  respectively. In 
general, the resul ts  indicate a persis tancc of the localized high-gain engine 
axial  mode at  45 Hz (versus  RI/SD calculated 4 3 . 5  Hz)  for  near ly  a l l  propel- 
lant levels. 
depletion. 
mode is about 128 kg (282 lbm) with #e = 1 (slightly above the assumed engine 
m a s s  of 113 kg (250 lbm). Tank-dominated modes,  which inc rease  in  fre- 
quency with propellant consumption, potentially contribute to pogo destabili- 
zation trends.  In these modes engine gimbal motion is of the same  o r d e r  a s  
the tank axial motion and high tank bottom modal p re s su res  and motions pro- 
vide for  strong propulsion system coupling. A summary  of engine dominated 
(45 Hz) and significant tank dominated mode spectrum parameters  a r e  pre-  
sented in Appendix C. 
Some splitting with OMS tank-dominated modes occurs  near  tank 
Typically the modal m a s s  associated with the engine localized 
3.1.2 Conservative Upper Bounds on Modal Gain 
In view of the prel iminary nature of the cur ren t  OMS s t ruc tura l  
dynamic model, a simplified description resulting in a conservative est imate  
of modal gain was constructed for paramet r ic  study of the pogo phenomenon. 
If one assumes  that the contributions to modal m a s s  (i. e. ,  modal kinetic 
energy) a r e  due only to  engine axial  motion and OMS propellant tank motion, 
the modal m a s s  is expressed as 
where the engine modal displacement i s  taken a s  unity (4 = 1). 
expression represents  a lower bound on modal m a s s  for a given mode shape 
since typically there  would be contributions due to other components (i.e., 
RCS tankage). 
2 modal gain (4e /M \. 
mass  (or decrease in engine modal gain), there  a r e  associated modal tank 
The above e 
The lower bound modal mass  yields an upper bound in  engine 
With the tanks contributing to  the increase in modal 4 
i I I I 
60 
M 
p! 
10 
STRONG 
WITH 
ENGINE X 
-COUPLING - 
RCS CG. - 
ENGINE x 
- 
- 
RCS OX 
I 
0 1  I I I 1 1 I I 1 I I 
1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 
OMS PROPEUANT F I U  LEVEL p 
Figure 4 3 .  OMS Pod Structural hlode Frequencies vs. 
OMS Propellant Level (RCS 507' Fuli) 
STRONG 
k k  ENGINE X 
50 RCS FUEL TANK - 
2 ENGINE X 
2 40 RCS OX TANK - 
0 I I I 1 I I I I 1 
1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 
I 
OMS PROPELLANT F I L L  I I V E L .  p 
Figure 44. OMS Pod Structural hlode rrequencies vs.  
OMS Propellant Level (RCS 1% Full) 
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bottom p res su res  (for closed tanks) which are expressed approximately a e  
t' for the fuel and oxidizer tanks,  respectively. 
is the same for fuel and oxidizer tanks. 
Note that the ta.nk length, f! 
For the purposes of a prel iminary sensitivity study, the following 
modal parameters  are varied: (1) tank modal displacements and (2)  modal 
frequency in the range of 20 to 65  Hsz (within which tank-dominated and engine- 
dominated modes occur for thct 11-DOF model described in the previous 
section). 
3 . 1 . 3  Structural  Mode Representation for Pogo Analysis 
"he representation of modes for closed-loop pogo analysis employs 
adjustments for open tank/feerIline fluid interfaces and the associated reac-  
tions (Ref  1). For convenience, volumetric outflow displacements ;3) re la-  
t ive to  cloaed tank bottoms have been chossn as  generalized flow coordin,:*-(It. 
The resulting dynamic equations associated with a single s t ructural  mode 
expressed in  a convenient form for organization of the stability equations a r e  r -P, i t a  
3-7 
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where Fk = Fe t Fef t Feo. 
constraint  
These equations a r e  subjected to  the modal 
. 
In the present analysis the outflow inertances L 
they are generally ir 5 .gnificant (Ref .  I ) ,  and the outflow resis tances  R 
and Rto are included in the feedsystem model and thus not included again in 
the s t ructural  model. 
and Lto are neglected s ince t f  
t f  
It should be noted that the tank bottom reaction t e r m s ,  Ftf and Fto, 
the generali-ed interaction forces ,  Fef and Feo, and the tank bottom pres-  
su res ,  Ptf and Pto, ultimately do not appear explicitly in  the final closed- 
loop stability equations. Equal and opposite interface loads are applied to  
the feedsystem, and oupling of the pod a n d  feedsystem substructures  resul ts  
in the automatic cancellation of the explicit interface loads; tfiey appear 
implicitly as  mass ,  damping and stiftness coupling t e r m s  in  general. 
is the same mathematical  phenomenon that occurs i n  modal coupllng and 
substructure ana1ysi.r; it is guaranteed as 3 consequence of the Lagrange 
equations. 
This 
. 
3.2 PROPULSION SYSTEM MODEL 
The OMS includes interpod and PRK-pod feedlines as well a s  intra-  
pod interconnections to  the RCS. 
propellant delivery configuration. 
study, the geometrically comF1ex feedlines and engine manifolding a r e  
assumed subject to  axial-o:ily s t ructural  motion excitations in a manner 
consistent with the pod j t ructural  model. Moreover, since feedline bracketry 
was not finalized whep configuration data u e r e  obtained, the excitations a r e  
The present analysis is limited to the basic 
For  the purpose of the cur ren t  ear ly  pogo 
1 
I 
3 - 8  
limited to  tank support s t ructure  axial motion and engine gimbal axial motion. 
A lumped parameter ,  finite element description of the feedlines and engir.9 
manifolding was chosen due to the geometric comp!<xity of the system. 
The remaining component of the propulsion system model is  the 
description of combustion dynamics. 
constants derived from steady performance data and the usual t ime lag and 
delay constants. 
The l inear combustion model includes 
3 . 2 . 1  Feedsystem 
The intrapod feedlines for fuel and oxidizer consist  of a l l  line sec-  
tions between the tank interfaces and engine manifold interfaces including the 
side branches leading to  closed crossfeed valves and line sections on the 
OMS engine. 
mated by a planar,  longitudina 1-lateral configuration with the longitudinal 
runs properly scaled. Such an  approximation provides for proper accounting 
of the longitudinal hydraulic acceleration heads required for the present 
idea li z ati on. 
The three-dimensional gc?ometry of the feedlines is approxi- 
The lumped parameter ,  finite element feedline and engine manifold 
models a r e  i l lustrated in  Figures 45 and 46 for the fuel and oxidizer c i rcui ts ,  
respectively. 
details of the models a r e  presented in  Appendix D. The chosen se t  of dyna- 
mic  variables consists cf (1) volumetric flow displacements 8 at fluid nodes 
taken relative to local line s t ruc tura l  motion and (2 )  line s t ructural  displace- 
ment X . 
st ructure  and allowing rotation of corners  due to res t ra ined bellows (univer- 
s a l  joints), one finds the feedline dynamic equations take the form 
Hydraulic data €or the fuel and oxidizer circuit  models and 
Assuming generally negligible longitudinal flexibility of the line 
S 
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Figure 46. OMS Oxidizer Circuit Model Schematic 
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The feedsystem models for fuc?i and oxidizer circuits a r e  assembled by a 
multistep process.  
assembly steps consist of: 
C'tilizing the fuel circuit  (Figure 45) as  an example, the 
a. Formation of simple node chains, namely 1-6, 7-16, 17-21 and 
22-25 with 26-28 reserved for the line s t ruc tura l  motions 
b. Application of continuity constraints and support constraints,  
namely 
QZ1 = o 
c. Incorporation of Guyan r e d x t i o n  (Ref. 18) retaining DOF I ,  4,6,  
7, 9, 11, 16, 23-25, 26-28, as indicated in  Figure 45. 
A l l  constraint  and reduction transformations a r e  applied in a symmetr ic  
manner as for  typical s t ruc tura l  dynamic models. 
In the present  application, the generalized mass mat r ix  partition 
corresponding to the dynamics of the line with frozen fluid m a s s  i s  Mrig 
neglected implying that it i s  accounted for in the pod s t ruc tura l  model. 
load distribution vectors 
responding t o  the tank and chamber interfaces,  respectively. The load 
vector Fs is comprised of the appropriate s t ructural  interface reactions,  
such a s  Fef and Ftf for the fuel circuit .  
3.2.2 Combustion Dynamics 
The 
and f consist  of single unit en t r ies  at rows co r -  
C 
The well- known linear characterization of the relationship between 
chamber pressure  and injector face propellant flow perturbations is of the 
form 
-7 .y . -7 s d f  do 
@if + Rcoe *i o (1 t rrs)PC = Rcfe 
I 
with s representing the !,aplace variable. 
cients, R c f  and RcO, a r e  estimated on the basis of steady engine performance 
The chamber resis tance coeffi- 
3 - 1 1  
I 
data (Ref. 2), which in the present case  was obtained from actual engine 
development tests.  The chamber residence t ime 7 i s  calculated from 
chamber geometry data and the combustion t ime delays, I 
been provided by Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company. 
the amplification and phase lead due to the Klystron o r  clumping effect 
(Ref .  19) was negligible and it was thus ignored. 
tion constants along with s o m e  basic performance data a r e  presented in Table 4. 
r 
and Td0, have df 
Our studies showed that 
The values of a l l  combus- 
Since the present fnrmulaLion, and the analysis approach discussed 
in  the next section, require a s e t  of f i rs t -order ,  real ,  constant-coefficient 
differential equations, an approximation of Eq. (28) has  been derived The 
approximation, f i r s t  used by us during Delta Stage I1 pogo Rtudies in 1975, 
employs fourth-order Pad; expansions (Ref. 2 0 )  for the exponential8 and a 
state variable transformation (Ref. 21) .  The resulting s ta te  equations a r e  
deeqribed in detail in Appendix D. 
3 . 7 . 3  Propulsion System Modes and Frequency Response 
The modal and frequency response charac te r i s t ics  of the propulsion 
system were studied pr ior  t 2  actual closed-loop stability calculations to  
obtain a basic  understanding of s t ructure  /propulsion system interaction 
mechanisms and data for preliminary open-loop stability analysis,  
end, the assembled fuel and oxidizer circuit  models with excitation at the 
s t ructural  interfaces,  Eq. (26), were coupled with the combustion dynamics 
To this 
repre  sentation, Eq. (28). 
(L) 161 + ( R )  161 
The matr ix  ree consists of fc of Eq. (26)  augmented by zero  columns co r -  
responding to the engine state variables X which a r e  X 1 , .  ..,X 
c 8 
of Eq. (D-13). 
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Transformation to a convenient set  of first -order  dynamic equations is 
effected by definition of the flow ve1ocit)- variables 
l v I  = 161 
yielding after some manipulation 
The cor-ipleu prom ision system modes exhibit coupled dynamics of 
For the fucl an< o- idizer  cirr 
basic undei itanding of the ,,y.iamics of the individual propellant circuits i t  is 
necessary t o  f irst  examine the system modes for fuel Snd oxidizer circuits,  
separately, in the absence of combustion (that is, Pc = 0 with the lowest 
row block partition i Zq.  (31) removed). 'The fundamental complex fuel 
and oxidizer modes (pro2dominantly rea l )  a r e  illustrated i n  k-igures 47 and 4P 
In botl- cases  the modes indicate a mzjcr contribution of the side branches 
to t k o  dynamic: behavior. 
with combustion dynamics included a r e  summarized in  Table 5 along with the 
corresponding modes without combustion. 
circuits &re  somewhat coupled i n  these modes, the con- p!ex eigenvaiues ard 
mode shapes a r e  not greatly affected by combustion dynamics. ThiP insensi- 
tivity was due to  the relatively low impedance associated with the combustion 
parameters;  in pa r t iw la r ,  the chamber resistances a r e  significantly lower 
than the propellant circuit itow resistances localized near  the injector. 
ratios a re  
.YQe to bipropeliant combustion dynamics. 
TI 2 lower proptllsion system modes and eigenvalues 
Although the fuel and oxidizer 
The 
I 
I 
I 
Rcf'R:uel z 0.20, R c o / R o x  E 0.56 132) 
I 
Figure 47.  Fuel Circuit Fundamental Mode 
Without Combustion (< = 0.098,  
f = 78.1 Hz) 
Figure 48. Oxitlizer (7ircu.t Fundamcntai Mode 
Wi1:iout Combustion ( c  = 0. 084, 
f=65.2 Hz) 
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The frequency response of the propulsion sys tem subjected to  .. 
individual unit s t ructural  excitations, X was calculated utilizing die com- 
plete set of p .  opulsion system modes (by t h e  method described in Appendix E). 
The chamber pressure  response to fuel tank, oxidizer tank, and engine axial 
excitation are illustrated in F i g u ~ e s  49 through 51. 
exhibit fa i r ly  flat gain variation te low 0 5  Hz with phase in the range of -30 
to  -140 deg. 
lant levels of zero  and 76.2 crn (30 in.). 
is accounted for in the frequency response by augmenting the acceleration 
head terms with the appropriate tank liquid heights 
ti’ 
A l l  responses  
The responses to tank acceleration are shown for tank propel- 
The effect of tank bottom p res su re  
noting Eq. (23). 
responses with and without tank fluid, i t  is estimated that the effective upper 
line acceleration heads a r e  approximately 71. 1 cm (28 in.) for both the fuel 
and oxidizer lines (h lf and hio, respectively). 
3 . 3  
On the basis  of the nearly constant difference between the 
STAB1 ‘-IT Y A NA LYSIS 
The present stability analysis includes: 
a. An initial open- loop investigation for identification of potentia1 
destabilization mechanisms 
b. A closed-loop analysis illustrating the nominal stabiiity 
associated with the engine localized 45-Hz st ructural  mode 
c. Worst-c; it damping loss envelopes 
All of the above employ nominal propulsion system parameters .  
3.3.1 Open- Lock Stability Approximation 
A pp roxi mate  open - loop stab i li ty ana !y s i s pro vide s ba s ic unde r - 
standing of the pogo feedbacl. .nchanism and the rolc of system parameters .  
In the present  study, open-loop analysis is extensively used in norcinal para-  
me te r  and sensitivity calculations and in a pre!irninary worst-case investi-  
gation. 
i 
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The approximate equation for response of a single s t ruc tura l  mode, 
if one ignores all interaction forces  other than thrust  perturbation, is 
e A X e + 2 ( w k  +02x = - P  
Md o o e  o e  
(34) 
with engine axial  motion as the generalized displacement (mode normalized at 
X ) and A 
chamber p re s su re  response due to s t ruc tura l  mode excitation is 
representing the thrus t  coefficient given in Table 4. The total  e e 
for which the component response functions are presented in F igures  49 
through 5 1  (for htf = hto = 0). 
s t ructural  resonance W = W 
obtained 
If Eq. (35) is substituted into Eq. (34) at the 
a simplified estimate of closed-loop damping is 
0’ 
based on the open-loop damplng loss 
with the as te r i sk  (*I  denoting the response component at -90 deg phase. 
mentioned ea r l i e r ,  ii should bc noted that the above open-loop stability 
approximation accounts for the thrust  feedback interaction loads applied to 
the s t ruc ture  alone. 
feedsystem p res sb res  at  bends a r e  ignored. 
interactions inherent in the cornponent models is realized in the closed-loop 
procedure outlined below and discussed in Appendix D. 
A e  
Reaction forces associated with open tank bottoms and 
A consistent account of a l l  
I 
3 - 1 0  
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3.3.2 Closed-Loop Formulation 
The closed-hop stability equations are constructed in a manner 
s imilar  to  the response equations of Section 3 . 2 . 3 .  The procedure consists 
of (1) assembly of the combined OMS pod/feedsystem hydroelastic equations 
and (2) assembly of the f i rs t -order  coupled hydroelastic/combustion dyna- 
mic equations. 
Assembly 0: the OMS poci/feedsystem hydroelastic 2quations i s  
accomplished by enforcement of modal and boundary constraints on the OMS 
pod structure,  Eq. (24), and on the feedsystem, Eq. (26). Details of the 
constraint mat r ix  a s  formed in the computer calculations are presented in 
Appendix D. Upon application of the constraints to Eqs. (24) and (26)  in a 
symmetr ic  manner, the following consistent set  of hydroelastic equations is 
obtained : 
6 
2 e 
1 
' 4  
The mass coupling partition (ph) '@ represents  the generalized acceleration 
head contributions due to  feedsystem and tank heads combined, and the 
generalized thrust  chamber loading matrix f' consists of non-zero en t r ies  se 
f L e  (11, 1) = -1. (chamber pressure to fuel circuit)  
r$, (20, 1) -1.  (chamoer pressure to oxidizer c i rcui t )  (3  9) 
f' (21, 1)  = A (thrust)  s e  e 
Due to  the consistency of' constraints,  a l l  other explicit interface 
reaction t t r m s  do not appear in Eq. (38)  (i.e., equal and opposite interactions 
3 - 2 0  
I ! I I I t 
The closed-loop stability equations c0nsistil.g of Eqs. (38) and (29b) 
(with Cs slightly modified duc- to  one additional variable) a re  finally constructed 
by introduction of the generaliAed velocity vector 
e 
(40) 
and some matr ix  manip-llation resulting in 
with M , R and K representing the generalized m a s s ,  damping and stiffness 
ma t r i ces  defined in  Eq. (38). The closed-loop matrix equation set, Eq. (41), 
is in the form of a standard algebraic eigenvalue problem and the solution 
yields the complete set of complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
q q  9 
3 . 3 . 3  Nominal Stability Analysis Results -
Open-lonq stability es t imates  were f i r s t  calculated for the p r imary  
OMS pod axial mGde (with RCS 1 percent full) and the engine axial  gimbal mode 
(with RCS 50 percent full) v-rsus OMS tank fill condition. 
fo r  these c a l c ~ l x i o n s  consis ts  of modal data presented in Table C-3 (along 
with a fractioa of c r i t i ca l  viscous damping t = 0. 01) and the propulsion 
system rcsponse data presented in Figures  4 9  through 51.  
nominal stability versus  OMS tank fill level, i l lustrated in Figure 52, indi- 
cates  a near ly  inva-iant er.jine gimbal mode instability due to  the localized 
nature of the 45 
with a minimum 8. 9 dB margin near  tho 10 percent OMS fill level. 
margin is called the damping gain margin and defined in Eq. ( 3 )  of R e f .  5. 
The basic  data 
0 
The resulting 
i mode and a destabilizing trend in the pr imary Lxial mode 
The dB 
P 
5 0  (tC < C0’ dB margin = 20  loplo - io - ;c 
3-2  1 
t 1 I '  1 
STRUCTURAL DAMPING 0.01 
10.6 M 
I 
0.01 
0.00s 
0 
PRIMARY AXIAL 
MODE (RCS 1% full) 
21.9 M t - OPEN-IOOP ESTIMATE 
A CLOSED-LOOP RESULT 
- 
45-M ENGINE GIMBAL STABLE 
----------- 
1 I I , , , , UNSTABLE 
-0.002 
1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 
OMS TANK FILL FRACTION 
Figure 52. Nominal Stability vs. OMS Tank Fill L e v  
0.00s o*oll 
.e 1 
----- I 
UNSTABLE 
I I I I 1 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
FREQUENCY. M 
-0.004 u
Figure 53. Stability Sensitivity of Engine Gimbal Mode to 
Frequency Variation 
L 
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In the engine gimbal mode, thc? thrus t  feedback pr imari ly  due to  6Pc/dX, ,  
has  a nominal phase of 214 deg lagging the stabilizing s t ruc tura l  mode 
damping force,  2toM$ae. 
graded by mi?jor components clf  a l l  t h ree  chamber p re s su re  response func- 
tions which produce a net feedback opposing the s t ruc tura l  mode damping 
force. 
with this mode. 
Tht! stabilitv of the p r imary  axial  mode is de- 
An instability is not realized due to the low structural  gain associated 
Limited closed- locp stability calculations were performed for the 
pr imary  axial  and engine gir..bal modes, each a t  par t icular  tank fill levels. 
The closed-loop damping associated with the engine gimbal mode (Figure 5 2 )  
is extremely close to  the Dpen-loop est imate  since interaction forces  
neglected in the open- loop approximatir!n are insignificant. 
hand, in the pr imary axial  mode, the open- and closed-loop damping est i -  
mates  differ somewhat due to  neglected interaction forces.  
On the other 
A detailed look at the closed-loop eigenvector (and s imilar ly  the 
propulsion system frequency response)  indicates that the 45-Hz instability 
and the degraded stability of the p r i m a r y  axial  mode a r e  bipropellant phe- 
nomena. In particular,  for  the 45-Hz mode, the fuel to  oxidizer injector 
flow rat io  (8  /e  ) is about 0. 9. 
OMS fill, 1 percent RCS f i l l ) ,  the flow rat io  is about 0.8. This observation 
suggest, the necessity of accumulators for both fuel and oxidizer c i rcui ts  
for adequate suppression. 
F o r  the pr imary axial mode (10 percent If Io 
3.3.4 Variation of Engine Gimbal Mode Frequency 
The sensitivity of the engine gimbal mode to mcdal frequency varia- 
Modal parameters  tion was examined on the basis of the open-loop estimate.  
associated with the OMS tank 75 percent f i l l  level and R C S  50 percent fill 
level were used. 
may occur over a wide range of gimbal frequency (15-50 Hz). Moreover, 
for the prcsent norrlinal s e t  of propulsion system parameters ,  the system 
becomes phase stable a s  engine gimbal frequency appruaches the fundamental 
oxidizer mode a t  67 .6  Hz. It should be emphasized that this higher frequency 
The resul ts  presentecl in  Figure 53 i l lustrate that instability 
trend does not necessar i ly  suggest stifrening of the gimbal s t ructure  for pogo 
alleviation. 
moduli off the current  preliminary values can effect unfavorable phase shifts. 
3.3.5 Damping Loss Envelopes 
Variation of combust ion t ime delays and/or  propellant bulk 
In view of the preliminary nature of the OMS pogo model, conserva- 
t i v e  worst-case damping loss envelopes a r e  useful for definition of suppressor  
requirements. On the basis of the conservative upper bounds on modal gain, 
Eq. (22),  and the representative upper-bound (phase varied) propulsion sys-  
tem response functions, an open-loop based damping loss envelope is defined a s  
C 
d P  -
e ax  
C 
d P  
axto 
I 
= 110 P a / ( m / s  2 ) o r  4x10 -4  psi / ( in . /sec 2 ) 
max 
rnax I 
(43) 
C .. 
axto 
The chosen upper-boupd propulsion system response values, valid in the 
15-60 Hz frequency range, a r e  
= 220Fa/ (m/s  2 ) or  8x10 -4 psi / ( in . /sec 2 ) 
max 
= 51 Pa/(m/s  2 ) o r  2x10 -4 psi / ( in . /sec 2 ) 
(44 )
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Further  simplification of the damping loss envelope expression is accom- 
pli shed by separation into somewhat mc, r e  coas e r vati ve ind i vid ua 1 component B 
due to  engine motion, fuel tank motion and oxidizer tank motion, respectively, 
i. e. 
In the case  of damping loss  due to  engine motion, a reasonable lower-bound 
modal mass was chosen to include fuel tank inertia only; it should be noted 
that the fuel tank is always lighter than the oxidizer tank. 
Envelopes of the individual darnping loss components a r e  presented 
in  Figures  54 through 56 a s  functions of modal tank motion with OMS tank fill 
condition as a parameter .  
decreases  with increasing tank motion and fill level as  expected. 
ing ratio losses  due to  tank motion, A i t f  and A(,,, increase proportional t o  
#t (tank modal amplitude) f o r  low value3 of #t and asymptotically decrease  
inversely proportional tot#t for large values of t# t' 
The damping loss due to engine motion, At e '  
The damp- 
The magnitude of Acto  is 
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NOTE: MODAL PARAMETER RANGE 
RESTRICTED To ENGINE GIMBAL 
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Figure 54. Envelope of Damping Loss due to Engine  Gimbal 
Motion vs .  Tank Modal Amplitude 
Figure 5 5 .  Envelope 01' Damping Loss due to Fuel Tank 
Motion vs .  Tank Modal Amplitude 
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grea te r  than A4 
manifests itself in  propulsion system responsL [note Eq. (44)]. The damping 
loss envelope components generally indicate that the major  contributors t o  
potential instabilities are associated with engine gimbal motion and oxidizer 
tank motion. 
pr imar i ly  due to the higher density of the oxidizer which tf 
Envelopes of total  damping loss consisting of the sum of the com- 
ponents Ace, AStf and ASto a r e  presented in Figure 57  for vario*-ls OMS fill 
fractions, indicpting the potential for ser ious pogo destabilization over a 
wide range of model parameters .  The initiation of rol l  off in  damping loss 
with increasing tank modal amplitude depends on the OK5 tank fill level. 
Near tank depletion, ser ious destab'lization is possible in tank dominated 
OMS pod modes ($to/$e 7 1). 
may be  required for pod modes other than the localized engine gimbal mode. 
Thc: envelopes suggest that pogo suppression 
3 . 4  P R E L I M I N A R Y  S'JFPRZ:JSOR STUDY 
The nominal and dispersed parameter  stability resul ts  suggest tfiat 
r.iodification of both propellant c i rcui ts  may  be necessary  due to t2.e bi- 
propellant nature of the destabilizing system action (Section 3 . 3 .  3 ) .  
the potential fo r  strong destabilization over large v ..riation of pod s t ruc-  
tu ra l  mode shapes (Section 3 . 3 .  5 ) ,  a s t ruc tura l  modification does not now 
appear t o  be as potentially effective as an accvmulator i-r.odification in view 
of the large uncertainties present  in  the s t ruc tura l  modes. 
Due to 
3 3 A suppressor  configuration consisting of 8 2  c;., ( 5  in. ) compliant 
accumulators (i. e., negligible i x r t a n c e )  a t  the fuel and oxidizer engine 
interfaces [corresponding to  the contractual intzrface b2tween AerLjet Limiid 
Rocket Company (A LRC) and McDonne11 Douglas Astronautics Company 
(MDAC)] was chosen for pre timinary evaluation. 
fundamental modes reduced to  22.9 and 19.4 Hz, respectively, when sup- 
p re s so r s  were incorporated in thr. math model while the higher mode frequen- 
c ies  remained above 30 Hz. 
dynamics was favorable above 20 Hz. (;hamber p re s su re  response furctions, 
altered by incorporation of accumulators, a r e  i l lustrated in Figures  58 and 59 
along with the cor  responding res pome funcLions witho;lt accumulators, 
Fuel  and oxiuizer c i rcui t  
The calculated effect on the propulsion syPtem 
3 - 2 7  
OMS F1U FRACTION 
#b%? 
Figure 56. Envelope of Damping Loss due to Oxidieer Tank 
Motion vs. Tank Modal Amditude 
Figure 57. Envelope of Total Damping Loss vs. Tank 
Modal Amplitude 
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FREQUENCY. M FREQUENCY. Hz 
WITH ACCUMULATOR 
--0- WITHOUT ACCUMULATOR 
Figure 58. Effect-of 82 c m  3 (5 in. 3 ) Accumulator on 
aPc/axto ol,, = 0 )  
10 
FREQUENCY. M FREQUENCY. tk 
Figure 59. Effect of 82 cm 3 (5  in. 3 ) Accumulator on ap /a2 
c e  
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Basically, the engine-excitcd response i s  phase stable above 20 Hz in spite 
of a general  increase  ir. magnitude, ax?d the oxidizer tank-excited response i 8  
well attenuated above 20 Hz. 
mode is slightly degraded below 20  Hz (minimum 8.9 dB stability margin)  
and enhanced above 20 Hz, and the engine gimbal mode at 45 Hz is phase- 
stabilized due to the suppressors .  
Thc stability of the nominal pr imary  axial  
Damping loss envelopes have not been calculated for the OMS with 
accumulators. 
below 20 Hz. Evaluation of la rger  compliant accumulators,  res is t ive ac- 
cumulators, and tuned accumulators should be pursued in fur ther  studies. 
It is currently estimated that 330 cm 
will reduce the fundamental propulsion sys tem modes to  about 10 Hz and 
enhance stability in the 10-20 Hz range. 
It i s  possible :hat significant destabilization may occur  
3 1 
(20 in.’ ) compliant accumulators 
3 . 5  SUMMARY 
A preliminary mathematical model describing OMS intra-pod 
structural/propulsion sys tem dynamics has  been developed and analyzed 
for evaluation of pogo destabilization tendencies. A strong destabilization 
occurred in the localized 45-Hz axial  engine gimbal made that pers is ted at 
most  OMS tank fill l e v e l s  and under wide variation of the gimbal mode fre- 
quency. For nominal parameters  in the preliminary model, an  instabi!ity 
occurred in this mode. 
identified upon variation of pod s t ructural  mode shapes. 
loss envelopes reveal  the potential for serious destabilization in  tank coupled 
modes over a wide range of tank interaction. 
Other potential destabilization tendencies were  
Worst-case damping 
3 3 An initial investigation of sma l l  82 cm ( 5  in. ) compliant accumv- 
lators located at the engine interface (i. e., the MDAC/ALRC interface) 
shows their  benefit in suppressing the engine gimbal mode instability in the 
preliminary model. 
possible with such small accumulators a n d  it may be necessary to increase 
their  volume to  about 330 cm (20 in. ). 
Degradation of stability at low frequencies (f < 20 Hz) is 
3 3 
I 
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The present work represents  the f i rs t  OMS pogo stabilit I investi- 
Future studies should include evaluation of (1) other feedsystem gation. 
configurations (pod crossfeed, PEK supply, RCS supply), (2) la teral  struc- 
tu re  /propulsion dynamics, (3 1 more extensive parameter  sensitivity analy- 
s i s ,  and (4) resist ive and tuned accumulators. In additim, pertinent OMS 
structure and propulsion system testing should be defined for  identification 
of system dynamic parameters.  
3 - 3 1  
I '  4. ERRORS IN FREQUENCY RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS 
Various hydraulic pulsing programs will be conducted to  determine 
experimental frequency responses for identification of the linearized dyna- 
mics  of propulsion sys tem elements. 
(LPOTP, interpump duct, accumulator), single engine tes t s ,  and the Main 
Propulsion Test (Sec. 4 of Ref. 11). 
These include the CTL-V program 
The measurement  of frequency response for these tes t s  is difficult. 
If the induced system responses a r e  too lo-Y, the results will be inaccurate 
due to the high self noise of the tes t  system from operation of turbomachines,' 
thrust  chambers,  etc. 
results will be distorted by nonlinearities. 
random e r r o r  in frequency response measurements  due to system noise, and 
we consider other practical  mat te rs  of significance to the accuracy of such 
measurements.  
If the induced sys tem responses a r e  too large,  the 
In this section we estimate the 
A schematic diagram for the problem at hand is shown in Figure 60. 
It depicts the use of an external excitation i(t) to  produce the two sys tem 
responses x(t)  and y(t). A s  shown these responses a r e  made up of system 
random self-noise contributions m( t )  and n(t) ,  in  combination with the r e -  
sponse signals u(t) and v(t) which a r e  puraly the result  of the excitation i(t). 
SYSTEM 
Figure 60. Schematic of Measurement Situation 
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We will be concerned with the use of sinusoidal excitation as a means to  
determine various frequency responses of the system. 
frequently to Appendix 1.' which was prepared by J.S. Bendat, a consultant for 
this investigation. 
Reference is made 
4 . 1  RANDOM ERROR IN DE'I'ERMINATION O F  Hxy 
A s  given in Eq. (F- 13). the desired frequency response function 
H (f) can be estimated without bias by 
XY 
where G. (f) and C. (f) a r e  c ross -spec t ra l  density functions for the sub- 
1x 1Y 
scripted signals. 
A 
rriagnitude of H (f) 
XY 
W e  define the normalized mean-square e r r o r  for the 
A 
Assuming Gaussian statist ics,  the fractional e r r o r  i n  IH 
than r(f) with 68 percent probability, and less than 2 E ( f j  with 95 percent 
probability. 
the result  i s  
( f ) l  will be less  
XY 
For the case of small  e r r o r s  and uncorrelated ..oise signals, 
and in the worst  case with correlated noise signals, the resul t  i s  
where a,(f) 2 = G (f)/u2(f)T(f) and  a2(f) = G (f)/v:(f)T(f). The sinusoidal m m  0 Y nn 
signal amplitudes u (f)  and vo(f) a r e  a t  the frequency f. 
the sinusoidal signal at the frequency f is T(f). 
Eq. IF-50) except in two respects:  
The analysis t ime for 
0 
This result  i s  comparable to 
4 - 2  
a. 
b. 
The two signal/noise ratios a r e  not equated here. 
The estimate of E[ ICi 1 2 ]  in  Eq. (F- 16) i s  halved based on 
the heurist ic argurnenf that, since i l t)  i s  deterministic, the 
mean-square e r r o r  i n  IC. 
value of narrow.-band noise. 
I corresponds to that of the mean 
1z 
Note that the r m s  e r r o r  t is  independent of the bandwidth Be of the 
An estimate of the e r r o r ,  however, is implicitly depen- spectral  analysis. 
dent on B 
densities G and Gnn. Such uncertainty decreases  with the B T pro- 
duct [equivalently the number of average n 
is the total analysis time for the noise signals. 
to  be relatively small  for  the various pu'5ing tes t  programs since B T 
should be relatively large. Foi example, a practical  case is B 
and Ttotal m m  
consequent 14 percent uncertainty ii; E ,  
because of uncertainty in the estimates of the noise spectral  
e total  mm 
e 
see  Eq. (F-47)], where Ttotal d; 
This uncertainty is expected 
e total  
= 0.5 H e  
and Cnn and a 
e 
= 50 s, yielding ic 20 percent uncertainty in G 
Another implicit influence of the bandwidth B 
A e is the fact that the 
estimate H 
expected rate of change of H 
establishing the analysis bandwidth so as to avoid unacceptable smoothing. 
In the case of the measurement  of the elements o i  the LPOTP t ransfer  matr ix  
(CTL-V testing), the resulting functions a r e  quite slowly varying with fre- 
quency (see Figures 3 2  through 39) and a relatively wide analysis bandwidth 
i s  acceptable from this standpoint. 
( f )  will be some average over the bandwidth B 
XY e' 
Thus, the 
(f)  with frequency should be considered i n  
*Y 
4 . 2  SWEEP TESTING 
One way to per form a frequency response tes t  is to  contiwously 
change o r  sweep the excitation through the frequency range of interest .  
Another approach is to perform the testing at discrete  values of frequency, 
holding the signal fo r  some specified duration at each frequency. The time 
T(f) i n  the e r r o r  expression of Eq. (48) i a  the t ime that the excitation i s  
maintained at the frequency f .  
t ime that the excitation lies within the an--lysis bandwidth B . 
For  the svept  case,  T(f) i s  taken t o  be the 
e 
4- 3 
For a linear sweep (that L S ,  a constant rate of change of frequency 
i ), we have* 
0 
T(f)  = B e (f)/io ( 5 0 )  
The number of cycles of excitation, N (f) ,  occurring within the analysis 
bandwidth Be (f) 
B 
NB(f) = fT( f )  = fB e (f)/io (51) 
showing that, for constant bandwidth and sweep rate, the number of cycles  is 
proportional to the frequency. 
For  a logarithmic sweep (that is, ra te  of frequency change pro-  
portional to  the frequency), we have f in Hz/s given by 
where R 
Therefore,  the analysis time in seconds is 
i s  the common expression of sweep rate  in  octaves per  minute. 
1% 
86.6 Be(j)’3 / lo# f (B2/3f2<<1) e (53) 
where f is the mid-frequency of the band Be!f). 
cycles of excitation within a bandwidth E if! is 
Moreover, the number of 
e 
2 2  NB(f) 86.6 B e (f)/Rlog (Be/3f 1) (54) 
* 
The frequency being varied linearly is the t rue  instantaneous frequency, 
which i s  proportional t o  the t ime rate. of change of excitation phase. 
the linear frfquency variation is Io t fot, the excitation must have the form 
s in  2n[f0 t (fo/2)t]t. 
Thus, i f  
4-4 
Observe that, for a constant bandwidth, NB is independent of frequency. 
F o r  example, i f  Be = 1 Hz and R = 3 oct/min: at f=2  Hz, the analysie, 
time T is 14.4 sec;  at f=40 Hz, T = 0. 72 sec;  in both cases  the number of 
cycles NB = 29. 
4 . 3  A C C U R A C Y  OF SINLTSOIDAL AMPLITUDE 
log 
It is c lear  that some minimum number of cycles NB is required to 
obtain an accurate estimate of the sinusoidal amplitude of a signal. U s e  of 
straight integration to obtain the mean-square value of a sinusoid yields an 
upper bound on the normalized e r r o r  of 1/4nN, where N i s  the number of 
cycles analyzed. 
mate of the ratio of the amplitudes of two sinusoidal signals, the require- 
To a s su re  a fractional e r r o r  of no more than C i n  the esti- 
0 
ment on N is 
N h 1/4nE0 ( 5 5 )  
For  example, for a t  mos t  a 2 percent e r r o r  A the estimated amplitude 
ratio, N 2 4 cycles. Such a requirement may not prove to be very con- 
straining for practical  testing, but it should be kept in mind. 
4 .4  PLANNING A TEST 
Given estimates of the Roise spectra (G and Gnn) based upon 
for the 
m m  
1, we set  the conditions [based upon Eq. (48) assuming 
pr ior  noise measurements  and a desired maximum rms e r r o r  € 
determination of IH 
uncorrelated noise] 
m 
XY 
m 
2 2 
ax(f)  and a Y ( f j  I c 
TheFe conditions trans,ate into conditions upon the sinusoiGa1 amplitudes 
and asRociated analysis time 
4-5  
An example is now created to help crystall ize the various e r r o r  
ma t t e r s  related to  the planning of a t e s t  for accurate frequency response 
measurements.  
Suppose that x( t )  is a p re s su re  variable, and that C 
B 
€ = 0.05 (maximum r m s  e r r o r  i s  5 percent).  The condition in Eq. (57) 
yie Id s 
One system response x( t )  i s  considered for this example. 
2 = 1 ps i  /Hz and m m  
= 1 Hz over a 2 to 40 Hz frequency range of interest .  Suppose a l so  that e 
m 
u2(f)T(f) 0 1 2(l)/(0.05)2 = 800 
Table 6 shows the combinations of amplitude and associated minimum analysis 
t ime in the f i r s t  two columns. The next th ree  columns show for the lowest 
frequency of 2Hz: NB, the minimum number of cycles required within the 
bandwidth [from NB(f) = fT(f) in  Eq. (51);; io, the maximum constant sweep 
rate [from Eq. (SO)]; and Rlog, the maximum logarithmic sweep ra te  [ f rom 
Eq. (53)l. T h  i igil t-most th ree  columns contain the same information for 
the highest irequency of interest  of 40 Hz. 
Observe that a high-frequency, low-amplitude signal imposes a 
severe  requirement for slowness of a logarithmic sweep. 
low-frequency, high-amplitude condition yields a requirement for only four 
cycles within the bandwidth, which is ap; Aoaching the limit of concern for the 
accuracy of the sinusoidal amplitude itself [see Eq. (55)]. 
Note a l so  that the 
In planning an actual tes t ,  the various limits should be calculated 
based upon the best  available pretest  information for a l l  of the system 
variables to be used for freque.icy response determinations and over  the 
ent i re  frequency range of interest .  
of rrns e r r o r .  
plan, based upon reasoned engineering jgdgrnent of a l l  of the factors  in-  
fluencing accuracy. 
This should be done for severa l  values 
The resul ts  can then be employe; to develop a lob c a l  tes t  
4-6 
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4- 7 
4 .5  CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
An engineering basis has been laid for the advance plannilq ard 
evaluation of propulsion tests for frequency response determinations. It is 
recommended that the results developed herein be applied to the plawing of 
the applicable Shuttle propulsion tests.  
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APPENDIX A 
EQUATIONS 1 i;X MPS STABILJTY ANALYSIS 
A .  1 F L U I D  DYNAh/iIC EQIIATIONS FOR 
PROPULSION SYSTEhl - 
---
The fluid dynamic equations fo r  the e l e m e n t s  of the propulsion s y s -  
tem model are g i v e n  be low.  
F i r s t  F e e d  line Scg me nt : 
(1  tsz2c10)Pz - P4 - Z2Qt = 0 ( A - 2 )  
Downcome r Segment:  
p6 - - a 1 2 j a t  - r;r p2 - scZ4p4 I = o ( A - 3 )  
(12-4) Q s  - aZ1P4 - a L 2  IQt - sC 10‘2 - sc24p41 = 
*-owncomer Corner  t o  Manifold: 
( 1  t s Z q ( : l l ) i ’  0 - P8 - Z4Q5 = 0 ( A - 5 )  
( A - 6 )  (1 t s Z 5 C I 2 ) F 8  - p I o  - X51P5 - sell 
Manifo Id Continuity: 
A -  1 
p16 - p17 '9 IQ14 - sc14p12 - sc15P-4) = 0 
Manifold to  Lower Engine LPOTP: 
( l  sz10c16) "12 - '18 - '1OQl8 = o  
(l tsz11c17)p18 - '20 - '11 1 - sc16p12 I = 
'20 - '21 - '12 lQIH - sc16p12 - sc17p1!3 I = 
Upper Engine LPOTP: 
(A- 9) 
(A-10) 
(A- 11) 
(A- 12) 
(A- 13) 
(A- 14) 
(A- 15) 
(A- 16) 
(A- 17) 
(A- 18) 
A - 2  
Upper Engine HPOTP: 
P45 - (m2+l)P44 + ZhpQ44 = 0 (A-22) 
Upper Eqqine Injector ard Chamber: 
P45 - [ Rc t Zj]Q44 = 0 (A-23) 
I'c1 - RcQ44 = 0 (A-24) 
Lower Engine LPOTP: 
(A-24) 21 + 'jpQ50 = P50 - (nil t 1) P 
Lower Engine Inter-Pump Duct: 
(1 t s Z  C )Ps0 - P51 - Z50Q50 = 0 (A- 27) 17 21 
A - 3  
Upper Engine HPOTP: 
(A-31) 
Lower Engine Injector and Chamber: 
Ps5 - [Rc t Zj]Q5, = 0 (A-33) 
Pc2 - RcQ5, = 0 (A - 34) 
where the Pm and Qn denote the pressures  and absolute flows at  different 
stations in the propulsion system (see Figure A-1).  The coefficients Cm 
denote the local compliance values that a r e  employed t o  represent  the effect 
of compressibility in related elements of the feedline; the locations of these 
comp?iances a r e  shown in Figure A-2. 
impedance associated with the various sections of the feedline. 
pedance is defined by 
The coefficients Zm denote the 
This im- 
Z = h + R  
where L, R denote the inertance and resistance associated with the line seg- 
ment. The t e r m s  C C 
tation compliance and pump gain associated with the LPOTP and HPOTP, 
respectively; the coefficient R 
Thr character is t ics  of the accumulators a r e  defined by 
(ml  t l ) ,  and (m + 1) a r e  the p u m ~  inlet cavi- 
p l '  p2' 2 
denotes the resistance of the thrust  chamber. 
C 
(A-35) 
A-4 
Figure A-1. M P S  Fluid Pressure Variables 
Figure A-2.  MPS Distribution of Local Compliance8 
where L,, oa and &, denote the inertance, frequency ( rad /sec) ,  and damping 
of the accumulator, respectively. The frequency and damping ratio a r e  
defined by 
-1/2 oa = (Lac)  , la = RaCw,/2 (A- 36) 
where C and Ea denote the compliance and resistance of the accumulator. 
The coefficients a.. a r e  associated with the compressible flow solutions for 
the downcomer and a r e  defined as  follows: 
1J 
all = a22 = cosh 8 (A-37) 
a = - z 3  sinh 8 
12  e 
where the parameter  8 is defined by 
1 ;2 
8 = s r ( l  t$) 
(A-38) 
(A-39) 
(A-40) 
where 
L3 and R denote the inertance and resistance associated with the downcomer. 
i s  the t rave l  t ime for  an acoustic wave in the downcomer segment; 
3 
A 
The motion of the structure X i s  represented by a se r i e s  of normal  
modes 
(A-41) 
A 
. here  q (t) i s  the nth generalized coordinate and 4 (r) is the associated mode 
shape. The equation of motion for the kth generalized coordinate i s  
n n 
i 
(A-42) 
A-6  
w h e r e 3  (tb) io  the modal tank-bottom pressure  and Q, is the relative 
volume outflow from the propellant tank. 
i s  related to the vehicle motion by 
k 
The tank bottom pressure,  Pt, 
(A-43) 
A 
The F. compriaes the drag forces on the feedline segments,  the inter-pump 
ducts and discharge lines, the forces at the feedline corners ,  the forces on 
the LPOTP and HPOTP, and the forces on the thrust  chambers.  
1 
13 
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APPENIIIX B 
NUMERICAL DATA FOR MPS bTABILITY ANALYSIS 
B. 1 PROPULSION SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
f 5 M N  s/m --Resistance, 
0.022 
0.007 
R4 0.078 
0.029 
0.031 
R2 
R3 
R5 
R7 
R8 
R 1 O  
R1 l  
R40 
R4 1 
R42 
R43 
R50 
R 5  1 
R52 
R53 
RC 
hP 
R 
j 
R 
0.027 
0.03 1 
0.027 
0.40 
0 .78  
0.41 
0.016 
0.40 
0.78 
0 .41  
0.016 
42.3 
6 .8  
44.7 
68.6 
sec/in. 2 
( 1.32)  
( 3.97) 
( 4.62) 
( 1.68) 
( 1.81) 
( 1.61) 
( 1.81) 
( 1.61) 
(23.5 ) 
(46.0 ) 
(24.0 ) 
( 9.6 ) 
(23.5 ) 
(46.0 ) 
(24.0 ) 
( 9.6 ) 
(2500) 
( 400) 
(2640) 
(4050) 
..* q- 
Resistance in SI units i s  based upon pressure  divided by volume flow; in 
English units, weight flow is employed. 
B- 1 
Q 
Ine r tance , 
L1 
L2 
L3 
L4 
L5 
L7 
L1o 
L1 1 
L6 
L8 
L40 
L4 1 
L42 
L5 0 
L5 1 
L5 2 
L 
L43 
L5 3 
l!P 
%P 
La 
L. 
J 
3.7 
32.2 
220. 
22.0 
14.4 
5.1 
22.0 
22.0 
23.7 
20. 4 
104. 
02. 7 
33. 9 
28.8 
104. 
02.7 
33.9 
28. 8 
17. 0 
42.4 
84. 7 
18.6 
2 2  
sec /in. 
v 
Inertance in SI units i s  based upon pressure divided by volume flow; in  
English units, weight flow is employed. 
B-Z 
-4 5 ( loo3  in. 2 10 m /MN * Compliance , 
clo 
c l l  
12 
‘13 
14 
‘15 ‘ 16 
‘17 
‘18 
‘19 
c20 
‘21 
‘22 
‘23 
‘24 
C 
C p1 I See Table 1 
P2 
Pump Gain 
m l t l  I See Table 1 
m t1 2 
Transit Time, sec 
7 = 0.0657 
9.6 
5.6 
9.6 
5.2 
1.8 
2.3 
1.9 
2.3 
0.36 
0.6 
0.45 
0.36 
0.6 
c 45 
9.6 
* 
Compliance in SI units i s  a \volume change per unit pressure change; in 
English units, it i s  the weight of liquid displaced per unit pressure change. 
I ! 1 i 
(in.') 
-2 2 - Areas 10 m 
A1 14. 7 227 
A2 7.2 112 
A 3  2 .0  31 
A4 0.81 12.6 
A5 10.2 158 
B. 2 STRUCTURAL MODE DATA 
Modal data are provided in  the table for the second (Lz) and fifty- 
fourth (LS4) modes at liftoff. 
the stability calculations. 
These modes p-oved to be of most interest in 
Item L2 
-0.0914 
0.5659 
3.2914 
1.389 
3.1962 
1.8?97 
3.0383 
1. 7692 
-0.373 
1.2527 
1.7007 
1.5065 
1.7908 
- 4 . 7 7 ~ 1 0 - ~  
154 
0.349 
0.232 
16.8687 
1.8529 
11.4276 
0.5021 
12.454 
0.7461 
0.1963 
-3.1785 
1.8687 
-6.2163 
1.9191 
- 4 . 3 7 ~ 1 0 - ~  
I 1 
The modal amplitudes in the table are normalized to a generalized 
4 2 mass  of 1 . 1 4 5 3 ~  10 
tank-bottom pressure (given in units of 1 b - s e ~ ~ : i n . ~ ) ;  &el) and &(e,) denote 
Ib-sec /in.  In the table, Pk (tb) refers to the modal 
the modal amplitudes at the upper and lower engine gimbal blocks, respec- 
tively. 
B-5 
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APPENIIIX C 
SIMPLIFIED OMS STRUCTURAL MODEL DETAILS 
Included in this appendix are the 11-DOF OMS mass  and stiffness 
matrices,  Tables C-1 and C - 2 ,  which are primarily based on RI/SD data. 
A summary of modal parameters for the primary axial modes and the local 
engine gimbal mode i s  presented in Table C - 3 .  
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APPENIIIX D 
3 M S  PROI'ULSION MODEL DETAILS 
tl 
D. l  FEEDLINES -
In general ,  the allocation of nodal ine rtance, res is tance and stiffness 
i s  accomplished in a straightforward manner  based on line geometry,  p res -  
su re  budget and reduced bulk modulus data (accounting for pipe radial  elas- 
ticity) presented in  Tables D- 1 and D-2. Specific complications associated 
with f ree  bellows and engine nianifold geometry, however, required special  
consideration. 
The engine fuel line segment J K L  and oxi l izer  line segment K L ,  
respectively, have free bellow s sections restrained by adjacent curved pipe 
sections cantilevered a t  the engine Val-de housing. 
compliance due to the bellows is approsimated on the basis  of flexibility of 
the adjacent pipe sections i l lustrated in Figure D- 1. 
s t ra in  energy due t o  bending is 
The increased volumetric 
The complementary 
8" 
2 
E1 wK RdO 
0 
0 
with 6" equal to  r/Z and r for the fut:l and oxidizer c i rcui ts ,  respectively. 
accordance with Castigliano's theorem, the volumetric compliance due to  
bellows i s  
In 
C 
a u  8 1 (' 'bellows =PbP 
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For the fuel and oxidizer circuits,  the respective values a r e  
-5 3 = 3.639 x 10 in. /psi  
fuel bellows 
-4 2 3  = (?)* I: 4.81s X 10 in.3/psi 
ox bellows 
Thus, the effective hydraulic stiffnesses of the fuel line section JKL and 
oxidizer line section KIA a r e  a1)proximated by 
3 3 = 6.269 X 10 psi/in. 
ox bellows 1 -l  K KLOX 03-51 
3 3 = 1.6b3 X l O  psi/in. 
While the bellows produce significant local stiffness reduction in the feed 
system stiffness mat r ic?s ,  thci effect o n  the propulsion sys tem r.lode shapee 
an+ frequencies i s  small .  
to the chamber interfaces. 
This is  due to the h c t  that the b e l o w s  a r e  ciose 
D. 2 ENGINE MANIFOLD MODEL 
The engine manifold assembly illustrated in Figure D-2 consists of a 
short fuel entry duct, a lower fuel distribution manifold, a fuel regenerative 
cooling assembly, upper fuel and oxidizer distribution manifolds, and fuel 
and oxidizer injector faces. 
thicknesses and overall dimensions intlicates that the dilatational s t ructural  
compliance of the engine manifold i s  negligible. Therefore,  compliance of 
the engine propellant circuitry i s  mainly due to the fluid bulk moduli. 
A preliminary examination of the s t ructural  wall 
D- 5 
INJECTOR DETAIL 
LOWER FUEL D I STR I BUTlON 
Figure D - 2 .  ( > M E  Alan i fold Schematic 
Calculation of the resistance and stiffness coefficients for the engine 
manifold model was based on .rolumc! and steady p res su re  r:rrp data indicated 
in  Tables D-1 and D-2. 
tance distribution was complic ated tly geometric detaiis  i n  s ~ i t e  of the general  
assumption of one-dimensiona 1 flow. 
values and individual methods of calculation a r e  presented in  Table D-3. The 
one component requiring spec a1 analytical treatment is the lower fuel d i s t r i -  
bution manifold. 
In contrast ,  estimation oi the ensine manifold iner-  
A summary  oi  cornponett inertance 
On the  assumption of uniform leakage flow into the regenerative cooling 
chamber,  the  circumferential  manifold flow distribution is related t o  the fuel 
en t ry  duct flow, e. as 
1 n' 
The perturbation 
area distribution 
in manifold ilow kinetic energy, assuming a cross-sect ional  
given by 
is therefore 
This resul ts  in the following expression for lower fuel manifold inertance 
1 
L lower fuel = a2T  -' 2  " 7  - r A PR ( 8 )  (D-9)  
( 1 . 5 . ~  mani fo Id hein avg 
and numerical  integration of this equat on incorporating geometric data 
presented in  Figure D-2 resul ts  in the inertance est imate  given in Table D-3. 
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t -.  D. 3 COMBUSTION DYNAMICS - APPROXIMATE 
STATE EQUATIONS 
Since the present formulation and analysis approach requires  a se t  of 
f i rs t -  orde r, real ,  constant - coefficie nt differential equations, an approxima- 
tion of Eq. (28) has  been derived. The approximation was f i r s t  used by us 
during Delta Stage I1 pogo studies in 1975. Relatively long t ime delays with 
T grea te r  than rdo were ariginally anticipated: thus, Eq. (28) was first  
recas t  in the form 
df 
- r  s do - (1 t T ~ o ) P ~  = e 
pC 
(D- 10) 
(D- 11) 
The exponentials were then approximated in  t e rms  of fourth-order Pad; ex- 
pansions (Ref. 20 )  a s  
4 
2 3 4  
1680 - 840p t 1 8 0 ~ '  - 20p3 t p 
1680 t 840p + 180p t 20p t p 
e - p  = (D- 12) 
Substitution of the expansion into Eqs. in- 10) and (D- 11) resul ts  in a pair  of 
higher-order differential equations. Finally, incorporation of the state 
variable transformation described in Ref. 2 1  resul ts  in the set  of f i r s t -order  
differential equations shown btslow. 
for the range of parameters  of interest .  
The approximation is extremely accurate 
+ 
1 
Td o 
-20 
rd o 
- 
1 
r 
- 
T 
' 3  
x4 
x5 
' 6  
x7 
x8  
d -  - 
I 
Td f- Tdo 
- 1680 -840 -180 -20 
T - r  
 - 
df do Tdf-Tdo Tdf-Tdo Tdf'Tdo 
-40 
rdf- rdo 
800 
r -r df d o  
- 10480 
rdf- 50 
99200 
rdf  
1 
l d  o 
- 
1 
Td o 
- 
-840 
Td o 
-10480 Rcf/Tdo I -10480 Rco/Tdo 
99200 R c o / T d o  
'_  I 
[ f:] 
(D- 1 3 )  
D. 4 CLDSED-LOOP STABILITY ANALYSlS CONSTRAINTS 
Details of the constraint matrix employed in assembly of the coupled 
propulsion/structure system model are presented below in Table D-4. 
D-10 
ORIGINAL; PAGE Ib 
OF POOR Q U m  
1 ,  
Table D-4. OMS Closed-Loop Analysis Constraints 
Unconstrained Variable 
Name 
(engine manifolcl I/F) 
Xtf (fuel tank motion) 
Xbf (fuel branch motion) 
X (engine motion) e 
' Qol (ox tank I/F) 
e02 
1 e05  
'03 
'04 
@06 
1 '07 
QOa (engine manifold I/F)  
Xto (ox tar.k motion) 
Xbo fox branch motion) 
\ xe (engine motion) 
2 1  0 
+I 
.4 
E 
$ 
W 
E 
ta 
C w 
.4 
' eefl (fuel line I /F)  
@e f2 
eer3 
eet4 (chamber I/F)  
eeo1 (ox line I/F) 
eeO2 (chamber I/F)  
Xe (eqgine motion) 
Xe (engine motion) 
Xtf  (fuel tank motion) 
Xto (ox tank motion) 
Otr (fuel tank outflou) 
et0 (ox tank outflow) 
i - 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
i9 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25  
26 
27 
2 8  
29 
30 
31 
32 
3 3  
34 
Constrained Vcriable 
Name 
8 1  
Qf2 
ef3 
*f4 
9-s 
ef6 
sf7 
@fa 
xe 
'e 
'e 
*01 
e02 
*05 
@08 
'e 
'e 
'e 
*f8 
e r 9  
@ f l O  
*fll 
'08 
' 0 9  
'e 
'e 
'e 
' c  
*f 1 
@o 1 
' 0  3 
'04 
'06 
' 0  7 
j - 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 
7 
8 
21 
21 
21 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
l a  
19 
21 
21 
21 
8 
9 
10 
11 
19 
20 
21 
21 
21 
21 
1 
1; 
!b.. u 
3 A. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
4tf 
4tf 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
#to 
+to 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
4tf  
@to 
1. 
1. 
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APPENDIX E 
SOLUTION O F  THE FIRST-ORDER DYNAMIC EQUATIONS 
The dynamics of the OMS structural/propulsion system a r e  described 
in t e r m s  of a set  of f irst-order differential equations with constant coeffi- 
cients of general  form 
The matr ix  A is square and B is generally rectangular. 
stability analysis, the external forcing function F is null, and for propul- 
sion system frequency response analysis, the forcing function c m s i s t s  of 
s t ructural  interface accelerations. 
For  closed-loop 
I 1  
The general homogeneous solution of Eq. (E-1) 
is obtained by QR iteration (Ref. 22)  which calculates the complete set  of 
complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
(generally complex), if  numerically perfect, orthogonalize the dynamic equa- 
tions a s  
The set  of column eigenvectors (4) 
(E-3a) 
vi th  
I x l  = @ I S 1  (E-3b) 
E- 1 
Evaluation of the numerical  accuracy of the complex modal sGlution i e  
accomplished by a:)plication of the Cerschgorin theorem (Ref. 22 \  which yields 
the following information: 
a. Diagonal en t r ies  in 4' represent  improved est imates  of the 
eigenvalues, A 
b. OCf-diagonal row and column sums 
r k  :' ( 4 - q i j  
j=1, n 
j ; tk 
Ck = (4%). i i  
(E-4a) 
(E -4b) 
- J  i=l ,  n 
i # k  
yield a radius R about 14-1A4)kk within which the t rue  eivenvdue 
A, must  lie. k \ 
The maximum radius 
Rk = max(r  c ' (E-5) X' k' 
is used to assess accuracy of the eigenvalue, A,. 
the numerical eigenvalue solutions is evaluated based cn the smallness  cf the 
Tne ot-eial l  accuracy 3.' 
- 
radii and the shifts [Ak - (4- 1 A@)kk] .  
Modal forced response of E:q. (E-1) is  conveniently calculated with 
knowledge of the homogeneous solutions. In the present study, frequency 
response subject to  the harmonic forcing function 
E-2 
i s  required for study of propulsion system dynamics and open-loop stability. 
'The steady state modal dynamic solution of Eq. (E-1) incorporating Eq. (E-3b) 
i s  
(E - 7a) 
Although truncated modal solutions may be calculated, the freqv ncy responses 
calcuLted in the present Audy include the contribution of all n .des. 
P 
t) 
E-'3 
APPENDIX F 
ERROR ANALYSIS OF TRANSFER FUNCTION MEASUREMENTS* 
This is a summary of work conducted to analyze errors in  t ransfer  
function (frequency response) measurements baseci upon noise/signal con- 
siderations and coherence functions between the measured data. 
formulas a r e  obtained that give the standard error in t ransfer  function esti- 
mates  obtained by using an  external excitation signal. 
of measured results depends upon evaluation of quantities discussed in  this 
appendix. 
Quantitative 
Proper  interpretation 
F. J GENERAL DIAGRAM AND NOTATION 
A diagram is shown in Figure F- l  of a general  system whose t ransfer  
function H 
follawing meanings: 
( f )  i s  to be determined. Quantities in  Figure F-1 have the 
x)- zr* 
i(t) = measured external excitation signal 
u(t) = input signal caused by i(t)  
v( t )  = output signal caused by i(t)  
m(t)  = iilput self-noise independent of i(t) 
n(t) = output self-noise independent of i(t) 
x(t) = measured input signal = u(t) t m(t) 
y(t)  = measured output signal = v(t) t n(t) 
A special  case of Figure F-1 occurs when i(t)  = 0, corresponding to self- 
noise only, where x(t) = m(t)  and y(t) = n(t). 
t:on H (f)  will be denoted by 11 (f). 
For  this case,  the t ransfer  func- 
XY m n  
* 
The author of this appendix is J.S. Bendat, acting as a consultant to 
The Aerospace Corporation. 
An example of application to the CTL-V testing: i( t)  i s  the electr ical  signal 
t o  the suction Fulser; x( t )  a n d  y(t) a r e  the inlet p ressure  and flow t o  the 
LPOTP, respectively. 
four-terminal definition of the LPOTP. 
** 
The t ransfer  function is one of those required for  
F- 1 
Figure  F- 1. Sys tem with Ex te rna l  Excitation 
From the  measured  s igna ls ,  i(t),  x( t )  and y(t) ,  au tospec t r a l  (power 
spec t r a l )  densi ty  functions, c r o s s  - spec t r a l  densi ty  functions, and coherence 
functions can  be computed. T h e s e  will be denoted by: 
G (f) = autospec t ra l  densi ty  function of x(t)  
Cxy(f) 
yxy(f) = coherence function between x ( t )  and y(t)  
xx 
= c r o s s - s p e c t r a l  densiiy !unction between x(t) and y( t )  
2 
with s i m i l a r  notations for C 
cohercnce  function between x( t )  and y( t )  is defined by 
( f ) ,  G . . ( f ) ,  Giu(f), G. ( f ) ,  yFx(f) andY2 (f). The w 11 'Y i Y  
2 2 with similar definitions for Yix(f)  and Y. (f). 
'Y 
A s  is wel l  known, for  any frequency f, Y 2  ( f )  is Sounded between 0 
XY 
and 1 and is a m e a s u r e  oian ideal  (constant pa rame te r )  l inear  re la t ionship 
between x(t)  and y( t ) .  
The dependence upon f will now be omitted in a l l  the following for -  
mu las  for simplicity i n  notation, but should not be forgotten. 
s ince  the self-noise t e r m s  m ( t )  and n(t)  a r e  independent of u(t) and v(t) 
For Firrure F- 1, 
C = C t G m m ,  
xx uu G = c t Grin, YY vv 
Define the input noise-to-s.gnal ra t io  u and the  ou-put noise-to-signal ra t io  
B by 
a = C  /C @ = G  /c (F-3) nn \ v mm uu’ 
Then 
:he coherence functionY‘ is given b>- 
XY 
Thus, tne coherence function is c lea r ly  a function of a a n d p ,  as well as the 
o ther  terms shown. 
F. 2 SINGLE INPUT/SINGLE OUTPUT MODELS 
For simple single-inputlsingle-output models,  where x(t) is a meas- 
ured stationary random input signal and y(t) i s  i t s  associated measu red  output, 
the optimum constant pa rame te r  l inear sys tem between x(t)  and y(t)  has  a 
t r a n s f e r  (frequency response) function given by 
F- 3 
In po1s.r fo rm 
with gain factor I Hxy 1 and phase factor c$ 
XY' 
The output autospectral  (power spec t r a l )  density function C can  be 
YY 
decomposed into two pa r t s  ( see  F igure  F-2) 
22 
t G  C w = l H x y l z G  XX 
where 
I HxylZ GXX = Yxy 2 G  yy
i s  called the coherent output powvr spec t rum -and r ep resen t s  the portion of 
y(t) due t o  x(t). The second t e r m  
(F- 10) 2 GZz  = ( 1  - 
r ep resen t s  the portion of y ( t )  due to unknown z(t)  caused by extraneous noise, 
nonlinear effects, etc. Note that Czz  approaches z e r o  a s  the coherence func- 
tion x 2  approaches one. 
XY 
- 
Figure  F-2. Single-Input/Single-Output Model 
F - 4  
Estimates of H can be found by means of Equation (F-6' which do 
XY 
not involve the use of any external excitation signal i( t) .  
will always be biased if extraneous noise is present at the input. 
however, it is possible to obtain unbiased est imates  of H 
These estimates 
By using i(t) ,  
This will now 
XY 
be shown. 
F. 3 TRANSFER FUNCTION ESTIh4ATES USING 
EXTERNAL EXCITATION 
The Fourier .transform relation of Figure F-2 ,  indicated by capital 
letters, is given by 
Y = H  X t Z  (F- 11) 
XY 
where a l l  t e rms  in Equation (€'- 11) a r e  functions of frequency. 
external excitation signal i ( t )  is availzble, Equation (F-11) yields the result  
When the 
G = H  G (F-12) iY xy ix + Giz 
Hence i f  the "expected value'' of Giz (denoted by E[Giz]) x 0, which is a 
reasonable expectation in  these applications, then 
A 
H = Giy/Gix 
XY 
(F- 13) 
will provide an unbiased estimate of H From Equation (F-12) observe that 
X Y '  
A 
H = H t (G. /G. ) 
XY XY 1 2  1x 
(F- 14) 
Equation (F-13) will be used instead of Equation (F-6) to obtain est imates  of 
the desired t ransfer  function €1 
will now be indicated. 
The variance e r r o r  in these estimates 
XY 
F-5 
A s sume that 1 Giz I << l G i x l ,  where 1 Gixl is essentially a large con- 
etant. Then 
It is also reasonable to assume that estimates of C 
zveraging over n 
will be obtained by iz 
independent estimates.” It then follows that (Ref. 23, p. 185) d 
The quantity 
2 = Y .  C..G IGixl 1x 11 xx 
Hence, Equation (F- 15)  becomes 
[F- 16) 
(F- 17) 
(E’-18) 
whe re 
2* = CZz/ntfl’ixCw (1 - Y 2  xy )G yy /n d y2 ix G xx (F- 19) 
using Equation (F-10)  for C z z .  
me a sur ab le quant it ie s . 
Geometrically, Equation (F- 18) describes a circle of radius r centered 
Note that all t e rms  in Equation (F-19)  a r e  
A 
A 
a t  H(f) as pictured in  Figure F-3. In t e rms  of the gain factor estimate lfil 
* 
The use of multiple estimates i s  employed in the f a s t  Fourier transform 
(FFI’) type of spectral analysis; more generally the t e rm nd can be replaced 
by the B,T product, where Be i s  the effective analysis bandwidth and T is  
the total duration of the record. See Equation (F-47J.  
F-6 
A A A  
and the phase factor estimate 6, i f  r < IH I then the "approximate" 68% 
confidence intervals for the actual gain factor I HI and phase fa.:tor 4 are 
given by 
A A h  161 - r <\HI S \ H I  t r 
8 - A $ S + S &  t 4$ 
whe re 
Figure F-3. Confidence Interval for Transfer 
Function E s t  imate s 
IF-20) 
(F-21) 
F-7 
The standard e r r o r  in  these results can be estimated by E where 
(F-22) 
using Equation (F-9) for lHl. 
confidence intervals for gain and phase, the radius r should be replaced by 
2 r in Equations (F-20) and (F-21). 
For small  e, tc obtain the "approximate" 95% 
A 
A 
F. 4 ESTIMATION O F  NOISE-TO-SIGNAL RATIOS USING 
EXTERNAL EXCITATION 
From x(t)  = u(t) t m(t)  and y(t)  = v(t) t n(t), when u(t) and v(t) a r e  due 
to  i(t), and m(t)  and n(t) a r e  independent of i(t),  it follows that 
= C = A. G . . ,  Cix = Giu t Cim G = Giv t Gin - Giv = B. G.. iu lU 11 iY 1v 11 
(F-23) 
where Aiu and Biv would be computed t ransfer  functions. 
and C then become 
The quantities GUU 
vv 
(F- 24) 2 
'Y YY 
C = lBivlZ G.. = Y .  G 2 Gii = 7. G uu 1x xx' V v 11 
and G = G t Gnn  give 
uu tGm YY vv 
Now Cxx = G 
= (1 - Y 2  )G (;nn = ( 1 -Yiy)Gn 2 mm 1x xx ' G 
Hence the noise-to-signal ratios 
(F-25) 
F-8 
'I Conversely, Equation (F-26) proves that 
y 2  = l / ( l + u ) ,  Y2 = l /( l tB, (F-27) 
ix i Y  
2 2 Note that a = fl  i f  and only i f  Yix = Yiy. 
2 Values of Yix and Yix for v2rioiis values of a as might be used in 
Equation (F-22) are shown in Table F - I .  
Table F - I .  Y L  versus a [Eq. (F-27)] 
0.05 0.952 0.976 
0.10 0.909 0.953 
0. 15 0.870 0.933 
0.20 0.833 0.913 
0.25 0.800 0.894 
k. 5 SEI F .NC'ISE CASE 
The self-noise case corresponds to i ( t )  = 0 with u(t) = 0 and v(t) = 0. 
- .- 
For this case,  x(t)  = m(t) only and y(t) = n(t) only. Here 
(F-28) mn G = G  XY c = c  mm' G = Grin' xx w 
Equation (F-1) now yields 
m n  mn mm nn 
From Equation (F-6)  
H = H  = C  /C (F-30) 
XY mn mn mm 
with associated I Hmn I and $mn. 
F- 9 
1 Hmnl and Qmn should be compared to These estimates of ymn, 
found when signals a r e  present due to  i( t) .  
will be obtained if y,,, is small. 
2 
and (p 2 eetimates of Y 
In particular, poor estimates of 11 X Y ' I  HxYl X Y  2 mn 
F. 6 HYPOTHETICAL NO-NOISE CASE 
In this hypothetical case, it will  be assumed that m( t )  = 0 and n( t )  = 0 
so that x(t)  = u(t)  and y(t) = v(t). Here,  Equation (F-1) yields 
(F-31) 
with y:v = 1 under ideal conditions. From Equation (F-6) 
H = H  = G  U J G U U  (F- 32) 
XY uv 
with associated I HUvl and +uv. 
These estimates of IH 1. +uv and y2 = 1 will be considered to  be  uv uv 
the desired (unknown) t rue  values of H 
X Y '  
F. 7 GENERAL CASE OF CORRELATED NOISE 
It is  assumed here  that the noise t e rms  m( t )  and n(t)  a r e  partially 
correlated with each other but not with the signals u(t)  and v(t )  that a r e  due 
to i(t). 
to assume that the two t e r m s  in C 
This case is covered by Equations (F-1)  through (F-5). It i s  reasonable 
= G xy uv t Cmn satisfy 
Bounds for Y 2  of Equation (F-5)  will now be developed. 
XY 
Two special situations can OCCUI' corresponding to  ICmn I being 
p u v  I* parallel  to ICuv\ or  ICmn\ be:-: +rpendict..iar to 
(F-33) 
F- LO 
I Case A. ICmnI parallel to IC;uvI -
For this situation 
P m  n I 
(?- 34) 
Figure F-4. IGmA Parallel to Cuv I I  
It follows that 
by setting 
(GUvl ’ = G  uu C v v  (1;-36) 
B = G ICvv  (F-37) u = G , ~ / G , ~ .  nn 
F-I 1 
Now, the coherence functior, Y 2  of Equat'on (F -5 )  becomes 
XY 
(F-38) 
The rnaximuil~ r e h c t i o n  in  measured  coherence will occu r  by choosing the 
minus sign in  the numera tor  and by letting y m n  
a =B, this will yield the lowest possible r e su l t s  
approach one. Assuming 
(F-39) 2 2 = (1-a) / ( l ta )  
yxY 
Values of y2 and y for v i r ious  values of a a a  might be used in 
XY *Y 
Equation (F-22) are  shown in  Table F-2. 
Table F-2. Minimum Y 2 v e r w s  Q [Eq. (F-3911 
XY 
0 .05  0.819 0. 905 
0.10 0.6(;9 0.818 
0.15 0. 546 0.739 
0.20 0.444 0.667 
0.25 0. 300 0.600 
Case B. I G,] perpendicular to lcUJ 
For this situation 
(F-40) 
with (b = +uv * A$mn a s  shown i n  Figure F-5. 
XY 
F-!2 
Figure F-5.  I G mn I Perpendicular to lGuvl 
By using Equations (F-3b)  and (F-37), it  fc llows that 
l G x Y l 2  = G G (F-41) 
uu vv 
Hence the coherence function Y 2  of Equation (F-5) becomes here  
XY 
(F-42) 
XY 
A s  before, the maximum reduction in measured coherence will occur by 
letting ymn approach one. Assunling a = /3, criis will yield the results 
(F-43) 2 2 y2 R (1 -a  )/(ita) 
XY 
Values of y2  and y for various values of Q a s  might l e  used i 1 
XY XY 
Equation (F-22)  a r e  shown in  Table F-3. 
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Table F-3. Expected Y2 versus a [E?. ( F - 4 3 ) ]  
XY 
2 & yxy 
0.05 0.905 0.951 
0.10 0.818 d .  905 
0.15 0.739 0.860 
0.20 0.667 0.817 
0.25 0.600 0.775 
F. 8 S',ANDARD ERROR IN TRANSFER FUNCTION 
ESTIMATES 
Return now to Equation (F-22) which gives the standard e r r o r  € in  
A 
t ransfer  functitn estimates H that are obtained by using the external  excita- 
tion signal as given by Equation ( 1 * - 1 3 ) .  
wheny2 and Y k  take on their  minimum values. This will occur for y 
from Equation (F-39) and for y k  from Equation (F-27). Substitution of these 
resul ts  into Equation (F-22)  gives 
Maximum values of wi l l  occur  
XY XY 
2 
(F-44) 
indicating how E: varies a s  a ful.ction of n and a .  d 
To il lustrate use of Equation (F-44). suppose a = 0. 1 0 ,  corresponding 
to yix x 0.909 and 7' X 0.669 f rom Tables F- 1 and F-2.  Now 2 
XY 
0.74 
€ 5 -  
Hence n - 100 gives € 5 7.470. 
there will be about 6870 confidence that measured values of 
* €yo of the desired unknown t rue  values I H 1 ,  and there  will be about 9570 
confid2nce that measured values of 111 1 will be within f 2€'% of the desired I HI .  
= 2 5  gives € 5 14. 7To and n In terms of 6, 
d d -  A I will be within 
A 
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Note that for small values of a, Equation (F-44) can be approximated 
by 
(F-45) 
F. 9 RELATION O F  NUMBER O F  AVERAGES TO 
NOISE - TO-SIGNA L RATIOS 
The number of nd of independent averages can be related to  the total  
available record length Ttotal by the formula 
= ndT (F-46) Ttotal 
where the subrecord length T = l /Be ,  the quantity B 
resolution. Hence 
being the bandwidth e 
"d = Ttotal IT = BeTtotal (F-47) 
Multipl-ying numerator arid denominator of the expression for the noise -h- 
signal ratio Q in  Equation (F-26) by B yields 
e 
a = G m m  B e 17 = 2GmmBJu: (F-48) 
- 
2 where u 
i t  is a sinusoid. 
is the mean square value of u(t) and u is the amp-,-ade of u( t )  if 
0 
Substitution of S'quation (F-47) into Equation (F-18) shows 
n - a = G  - 2Grnm d o total (F-49) 
Thus, rl increases as  n increases  and a decreases  a s  T 
Also, Equation (E-45) becomes now 
increases.  d total 
(F-50) 
where Gmm would be measured by Equation (F-25).  
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